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Catholic
worker farms
for justice

Donate your

own supplies
KRYSTAL WOOD
Staff ßeporter
TheSeattle University community is again being called on to
show their generosity.
TheClean YourDeskCampaign
is a "supply recycling" program
sponsoredby the Community Service& Learning Officein junction
with The Quixote Center, a faithbased social justice center.
Thepurpose ofthe program is to
remindstudentsandfaculty as they
clean out their desks for the summer not to throw away their leaky
pens,discolored papers orpencils
missing their erasers. Items that
American consumers might not
find "useful," items we might not
consider. We are encouraged to
recycle items normally thrown
away.

Newanduseditems,stillingood
condition, being asked for are:
schoolsupplies, sportsequipment,

musical instruments, and backpacks. Books, three-ring binders,
and anything battery-operated are
items discouraged from being donated.
Due to thehigh cost of shipping,
financial contributions would be
greatly appreciated.
Thedonatedsupplies willbe sent
to children in Nicaragua. These
suppliesbeing sent willmake the
difference in the lives of the poor
andunderservedchildren living in
therural areas of Nicaragua.
School supplies are greatly
needed; the cost of school often
makesitimpossible for these children toattendclasses.Theaverage
annualincomeoffamiliesis$250.
The families live in poverty and
parents worry about getting food
on the table before they can think
aboutsupplying theirchildren with
the tools necessary to succeed in
school. In addition to school supplies the parents are responsible,
for the additionalsalaries ofteachers, desks, materials, school repairs, water and electric bills, and
cleaning materials. Parents and the
government donothave theluxury
to supply the basic needs of the
children.
Teachers cannot provide financial support for the children, they
bring in anaveragemonthly salary

Cyrus

Last Thursday marked the first
for 2000 graduate
JeannieKirkhopeto discusshernew
career.Joinedby herpartner/fiancee
return tocampus

Eric Smith, the Masters of Arts in
Pastoral Sciences alumnus paid a
visit to describelife ona rural farm
and their involvement in the Catholic Worker Movement.
Founded in 1933 by radical socialite Dorothy Day to get away
from the industrial revolution and
broad basedcapitalism, the overall
goal ofthe Catholic Worker Movement is to address why people are
LUISA F. CUELLAR / LEAD STORY EDITOR

AbigailJones and Casey Angererare Fine Arts-Photographymajors whose artpieces arebeingexposedat
the Senior Art Exibition in the Vachon Room andKinsey Gallery.

Doors open for
Senior Art show
NICOLE RETANA

JamiOwen,CynthiaSwartwoodand
Alexis Wolfe.
"This is an opportunity for the
graduatingseniors toreflect on their
work created over the past several
years,and to celebratetheiraccomplishments as visual artists," Robert Mintz, Fine Arts lecturer, said.

News Editor

Seattle University's Fine Arts
Department opened the Kinsey
Galley doors at 4 p.m.on Tuesday
for the Opening Reception of the
annual Senior Art Exhibition.
This year's showing highlights
"For me [the exhibition]ispretty
—
seven
the work of
SU seniors
much the culminating event of all
Casey Angerer, Patricia Dalton, myyears here at SU," Swartwood,
Abigail Jones, Melissa Langston, a Fine Arts-Photography major,
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impoverished, not simply just hand
out welfare.

In wanting to help create a society whereitiseasierforpeopletobe
good, Day's motto was that God
meant things to bemucheasier than
we havemade them. "The mystery
of poverty is that by sharing it,

making ourselves poor ingiving to
others, we increase our knowledge
and belief in love," she said.
With the aim of living in accordance withthe justice andcharity of
said.
us,
"For a lotof not allbuta lotof Jesus Christ, Dayopenedher home
us,it's the first time actuallyhaving to the homeless of the depression,
our art work on a gallery wall," and persuadedotherstodo thesame.
Swartwood wentontoexplain,"and She also established farming comhaving it in a public setting is kind munes to both feed the homeless
butalso to sell the agricultural surof like a feather in the cap."
plus
to support the farms.
is
year's
graduating
This
class
"This was considered radical at
significantly smallerthanlastyear' s,
which works out well for the se- the time," Smithsaid. "Dorothyfelt
that if you weren'tof the heart of

See Art on page 6

See Worker on page 6

Action works to unify campus club service activities
—

NICOLE RETANA

So far 139 volunteers— out of
Action' smembership ofover300

News Editor

haveworkedtotalof548hours since

Over the course of the year,Action, a Seattle University community service club,hascontributed to
over40 projectsthroughoutthe community.
"Oneof the underlying valuesof
Action is to get clubs to work with
each other to put on events," Carl
Berquist, the force behind Action,
said. "I have always thought that if
clubs would worktogether,wecould
See Nicaragua on page 7 really bring this campus to life."
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The group's latest project has
been a set of four picnic tables that
they built and then spread around
campus.
The $600 worthof woodneeded
to build the tables was donated by
Blackstock, the company that supplies woodto the SU campus. Also,

SU carpenters Don Newman and
Mark Gallow donated their time
andeffort building and designingte
tables respectively.
After active discussions withFather Stephen Sundborg, SJ, and
Robert Fenn, DirectorofFacilities

Operations, the table's final destinations were decided upon— one

See Campus Club on page 6

A picnic table that was
made byAction, anSU
community service
club, now sits in the
Union Green (right).
LUISA CUELLAH / LEAD STORY EDITOR
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Editorial
Don't drink yourself to an early grave
Each year at Quadstock intoxicated students find themselvespraying to theporcelain gods.It happens.Drunkenness
isa fact ofSeattleUniversity lifeand some people can'tavoid
it.

Statements like the ones above show the complacency of
students. People can avoid alcohol poisoning. People can
avoid wakingup nextto someone with breathraunchier then
their own, and people can avoid acting like fools.
This year when SEAC started the 0-4 promise, limiting
students to four drinks, the student body was shown a novel
—
concept accountability.
It is not Quadstock's fault that people drink too much. The
beer garden is not the root of the skyrocketing levels of
intoxication.Itisthe lackof accountability shown bystudents
which results in ambulances taking away those who have
turneda faint hue ofblue.
Not this year. We need more then just the pledge. We need
to stop portraying to the world that college students are a
bunchof drunks who go ape wild when music plays on their
campus

The students ofthis University are smart, savvy, and rational human beings most of the time. But all we need is one
person to die of alcohol poisoning before SU will get the
reputation of a party school. But it is not just the University's
name that is tarnished by alcohol abuse at Quadstock. It can
very well be the end of a life.
Sure, many students made pledges for themselves,but this
year keep your pledge to watch your roommate, your friends
and yoursignificant others.Studentsare not only accountable
for themselves but also theirpeers.
Don'tlet anyone drink anddrive. There are so manyreasons
to take someone's keys. Most students have seen the gory
videos that the fire department shows of dismembered individuals. Be smart, and keep all your appendages attached to
your body.
One thing that is always forgotten is that in the videos
shown to terrify students from driving drunk it is often the
personinthepassenger seat thatendsupdead. Don't get in the
car with anyone who is intoxicated.
The Spectator may chastize at studentsfrom time to time in
columns or in editorials,but it is because wecare. We don't
want you dead. We don't want to have to write a story about
your last momentson this earth,but if you drink toomuch at
Quadstock we may have to.

to

Letter

the

Why are they making funof my place is packed with Natives, and
people?Ican't helpmyself. With- why now they are the majority.You
out a lie thisincenses me. It never sitdown somewhere,howaboutnose
usedto, whenIwas youngIthought bleedbecauseyou are poorand al1of

editor

Imagine them doing this to Black
Americans, to Asian Americans, to
the whole color spectrum. Don't
put yourself in my western shoes,

it was cool to be a mascot. Then I a sudden the white skins hit a home
watched a Braves game,seeing a run, so it's 1:0 over the Pilgrims.
mass of people doing the, "toma- Yeah!!!EveryNativeis flashingcruhawk" chopbrought my blood to cifixes in the airandperforminghorboiling. It's not that they respect rendous portrays of your sacred
my people as proud and indig- hymns. Andyou want tocrysobad
enous but as inferior as those but something inside your soul tells
conquered.Those conqueredhave you tobe stoic, be stoic, just be stoic
no rights, because we were sub- and don'tcry.
—
jected to a form of genocide not
But you aren't a stereotype so
recognized. You don't see what youbawl your eyes out,but youcry
really happened to my people and alone. Everynative inside the dome
the results. It would be nice if has the hugest smiles, like that guy
instead of thanksgiving while on those subway commercials, well
watching football, that one would the before he went on that subway
take a moment of silence and feel diet.
for thoseless fortunate. Alsothose
What Iwouldlike to know is, why
numbers,
conquered are less in
are they making fun of my people?

but in my indigenous moccasins.
This report is one of personal insight. Here's some facts about my

cluding two prominent lawyers and
one death row survivor (innocent of
the crime for which he was convicted), the article in the May 23rd
Spectatorgivesnorespectto thequestioning of capital punishment, nor
does itmake any effort todiscuss the
issueinanintellectual,civilmanner.
The article begins with, and is
largely comprised of, logical fallacies that do not address the issues
that the AmnestyInternational sponsored event raised for discussion.
Burton's argumentum ad misericordiam, appealing to pity for victims
instead of addressing questions of
racialdisparities or the factthatmore
than one-hundred people have been
exoneratedfrom death row, makes
the validity of Burton'sranting weak

Additionally, the personalattacks
against the students involvedinthe
organizationand presentationofthe
week's events portrays the author
as lacking integrity. For someone
toargue that supportinganti-capital
punishment notions is insensitive
towards victims,itis ratherdisconcertingthat theythemselves cannot
refrain from attacking individuals
who believe that deathof any kind
is notacceptable inacivilized soci-

people,"Even today, Indians in the
US suffer from the highest unemployment rate, the highest rate of
poverty,the highest infant mortality rate, the highest rate of teenage
suicide,the highestrate ofdiabetes,
the greatest incidence of malnutrition, the highest susceptibility to
disease, the lowest per capita income, the shortest life expectancy,
the poorest education, the highest
federal imprisonment rate and the
The Spectator Editorial Board consists of Alexis Judaylowest standardof living." (Voices
Marshall,Amy Baranski and Jamila Johnson. Signed comof Indigenous People 481). It's
heartbreaking. Iam thankful that
MENTARIES REFLECT THE OPINIONS OF THE AUTHORS AND NOT NECWhy don't they make mascots of Seattle University realizes
ESSARILY those of The Spectator , Seattle University or its and less in numbers means less
this;
their ownpeople?
minority
the
that the mascot, "Chiefton" was
voices. Picture
STUDENT BODY
Lol,
people
they
conquerors
of
in the US are white
because
the
offensive.Hopefully more willalso
people. Now the majority are Na- wouldn'tallowit; there'dbe a riot.If see this.
— theyonly understood whatit's like to CrystalByrd
tives.You're atabaseball game
Junior/MedicalTech
let's say the World Series. The liveona reservation,as the wayIdo.

.
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Thisletter is inresponseto Austin Burton's recent article, Death
Penalty NotCruel orInhumane. I
am writingnot because Ifeel that
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the opinions expressed in the article were inthemselvesinherently
—
offense though Imyself do not
support the death penalty but
rather because Ifound the article
itself to be a weak, shallow outburst that did little to discuss the
relevant issue of capital punish-

—
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Mr. Burton'sarticle was written
in response to DeathPenalty Abolition Week, a weeklong series of

events ''aimed at both raising
awareness of and abolishing the
death penalty." While the program Mr.Burton makes reference
to included several speakers, in- and ineffective.

"
The Spectator May 30, 2002

ety.

A writer is responsible for well
thoughtout, soundarticles inorder
to progress public debate of issues

relevant to society. Mr. Burton's
article failed to live up to this obligation.
Charles Aaron Wesley
Sophomore/EnglishLiterature
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Zen andthe art of parking ticket diplomacy
either a phone
number or address for
AMPCO, but the (alleged)
non-payment of four bucks
had turned into a $ 19 fine in
the amount of timeit took to
print threeinches of paper. I
wish the stock market was
not contain

CYRUS HEFFERNAN
Spectator Columnist

Eunicipal

parking citacanget expensiveifleft
lid, but a parking ticket
from a private lot operatoris
more scary thata trip toMonsignor Walter's office at St.
Teresa grade school. Istand
as surviving testament that
thepenguinshadnothingover
that guy.
January,I
joined abuddy

ti

birthday libations at a local saloon and parked in the
MadisonSt.andEastPikeSt.
Bank ofAmericalot. Having
received a warning at that lot
a few months earlier, Iasked
myfriend to witness mypayment.

The slots on the payment
box had been cut by a torch,
and a folded full dollar bill
wouldn'tfit, so I
tore themin

still gainingvalue this fast.
Itookno action,figuring I
would get a notice from

AMPCO containing contact
data, and this matter could
get resolved with the prob-

ability that the "brain surgeon" toll collectorcouldn't
figure out what to do with
eight folded pieces of paper
as opposed to four.
One month later, Igot a
notice all right, from a collection agency known as
Ticket Track of Spokane,
claiming Inow owed $ 54.
Thisrepresentedabiggergain
in a monththan IPO's when
they were in favor in 1999.
With a municipal citation,
you have two weeks to pay
thelisted fine at face value to
an address published on the
ticket before any additional
fees are imposed. You can
also have your day in court
by calling a numberstated on
the ticket and your matter

doesn't gotocollection without notice.

a couple of pints
nd, the party concluded
Ireturned to my car to
acitationundermy wiper

tory was "nota workingnum-

blade. Notonlydid theticket

ber." So Icalledan AMPCO

tfter

I attempted

to

call

AMPCO, but the number

listed in the telephone direc-

lot whogaveme a numberin
Bellevue. Bellevue gave me
a numberinSeattle whogave
me another Seattle number
for the division office that
handles that areaof town.
Thedivisionoffice saidthat
the only person who could
help me wason vacation,but
Carla might be able to help
me when she returned from
lunchandshe willbe inuntil
6:00 p.m.
Icalled Carla's direct line
at 5:25 p.m. and got no answer. I
calledit the next day
to no answer. She did not
respond to two messagesleft
for her at themain number.
Icalled the toll-free number on the collection letter
many times a day overa few
days to a perpetual busy sig-

nal. Can anybody smell the
'ol "bait and switch" here?
As in "we're going to frustrate you into paying."
This left meno choice but
to revert to primitive methods and write them a letter.

"Dear Stupidheads: Ipaid
your jive-ass fee on January
29 andhad witness to same.
Please park your fine right
there in stall # 2, take me off

the date of my letter, was
"after consultation with our
client wehave verified that

sive dry onthe envelope con-

tainingmy communication to
Molly, came another notice
the debt information is from TicketTrack stating that
accurate please remit any my fine remained unpaid.
balance." Sure was nice of Their statement said that this
them to include me in that was a "seriously delinquent
"consultation." Maybe the debt."
This essentially told me
"nastygram" would have
workedbetter.
that a report to the credit bucalled
Translated,this communi- reau was imminent,soI
Spokane
number
in
bluntly
I
the
800
cation
stated that
was to pay up or they were and got through on the first
going to slander my credit try. It was eitherdivine interreport with a collection ac- vention ora slow day.
After 14 minutes oflistention. For a student, a matter
of this nature on a credit re- ing toelevator music,Louise
port is viewedby studentloan came on the line.
She sounded more like
lenders as irresponsible and
can affect theability toqualify Mother Teresa than the gruff
old WWF Smackdown retirfor future loans.
Ihave been a customer of ees normallyassociated with
BankofAmerica for 15years collection agencies. Ithought
and am a survivor of four I'd gotten cross-connected
namechanges. Igot "corpo- with the switchboard at
rate" on the blower and re- Gonzaga.
Louise pulled up my file,
minded them of the significant sums that I
to
run
and
before Icould ask any
used
through theirbank in thedays questions, informed me that
of my logging business. I my file showed
I
had a witness to payment
went on to explain to them
thatthey should notbe doing and thatshe was waiving the
business with people who entire obligation, even providing me with a confirmaextort their customers.
The stars must havebeen tion number. Ithanked her

Nicastrowho isreputed to be
the champion of the indi-

vidual getting strong-armed
by big business. Legislative
aid Jill Berkeyresponded to
mye-mail inless thananhour
saying the matter had been
forwarded to the Consumer
Affairs division and that she
would follow up.
The next day, Jill advised
me thatMcl McDonald,Consumer Affairs Director, told

her that there are no laws on
the books that govern the
penalties that parking lots
assess,but thathisoffice can
act as a mediatorin the event
of a dispute.
"Parking garages are subject toregulation for signage,
immobilization techniques,
safety hazards, and timing
devicesused tomeasureparking time," he said.
Repeated requests for a
comment fromNicastroas to
howparking lotoperatorsand
theircollection agencymakes
theirmoney received no reply.
If you must patronize a
parking lot, try to find one
thatisattended byaIiyebody.

If you can only find one "ata fare-box, the
your mailinglistandFOAD. correctly aligned that day and sat frozeninmy chair for tended" by
best
advice
comes from
called
All my love, Cyrus."
because Molly SohnofBank afew momentsbefore I
Louise
at
Ticket
Track.
Molly
andtoldherto
save
the
Diplomacyprevailed and of America corporate relacheck, that way
"Write
a
money.
I sent a civil letter stating tions agreed to pay the fine bank's
For the purposes of this youhave a receipt," she said
claim of payment and wit- and speak to AMPCO surThis was advice from a
ness including his name, ad- rounding their predatory article, Iconveyed this story
collection
agent who works
dress and phone number. practices. Aaah,case closed. to the office of City
on
commission.
Go figure.
Judy
No sooner was the adhe- Councilmember
Their response, 30 days to

How much did Bush know about Sept. 11?
Stop blame, find solutions

MARK BONICILLO
Spectator Columnist

ft's
Srist

stop jumping to con-

onson how muchPresi-

Bush knew about the

attacks before Sept.
omeDemocrats say that
,resident knew about the
attacks,and thathe shouldbe
punishedaccordingly.Some
Republicans 'say that the
President didn tknowenough
abouttheattacks tocause him
to seriouslyconsider

such a
threat.
Right now, all the wrong
questions are being asked.
They are asked not in an effort to seek the truth, but to
serve a political agenda.
Democrats would love to

implicate that Bush knew unication between the adabout the specific terrorist ministration and intelligence
attack plans and that he did officials?
nothing. That would mean a
More importantly,let's put
greatweapontouse tounseat this wholedebateinperspecBush in 2004. Republicans tive. How does playing the
and Bush administration of- blamegame helpus withstopficials are trying to deflect ping the Bin Laden terrorist
any criticism of their com- network?
municationlinks with theFBI
How does playingpolitics
or CIA by repeatedly sug- with this debate unite us
gesting that another terrorist Americans tostop the terror—
attack isinevitable and that ists?We're stuck with Presiweneedtospendmoremoney dent Bush forthe nextcouple
on themilitary to supportanti- of years,so let's at least supterrorism efforts.
port him and help him learn
Let's ask the right ques- from his mistakes. For in the
tions before any Republicans end, by unfairly blaming
or Democrats start jumping Bushon speculativeevidence
to conclusions about our right now; we only hurt ourpresident. What exactly did selves. We hurt the unity and
Bush know before Sept.11? determinationthat a country
Based on what Bush really needs in a time of war. In
did know before Sept. 11, finding the truth about what
was it enough for any ratio- Bush knew before Sept. 11,
nal person toforesee thepos- let's do it with an impartial
sibility that terrorists would and fair attitude — not with a
use commercial airliners as politically
motivated
missiles? Did the FBI and agenda— so that the AmeriCIAeffectively communicate can people can stay united
with the Bush himself about and the Bush administration
any suspicious terrorist ac- can learn from any mistakes
tivity? How open and forth- andbebetter preparedto fight
coming werethelines ofcomm- terrorism.

As usual, Bush knew nothing
there,

REBECCA

SHANDROV
Spectator Columnist

Thecurrent issue plaguing
the American
' psyche is what
ournation s leaderknewprior
to Sept. 11.
The warnings had been

it would have been
impossible for the president
to predict the horrific acts
that would follow just one
month later. It is a waste of
time to speculate whatBush
didor did not know. Instead,
it is important to focus on

The draconian defensiveness toward the allegations
overBush'sknowledgeof the
attackis disingenuousandun-

what went wrong and what
should bedone.
The most unsettling aspect
of the "who knew what"de-

necessary.
Bush's post-Sept. 11 actions have proventhathis administrationis in no way soft
on terrorism. Few people (if
any) believe Bush is infallible, and his popularity is
strongenough nowfor him to

there since the Clinton ad-

bate is the obvious dysfunc-

admit that he did not take the

ministration. Sandy Berger,

tionof the FBI and CIA. It

early threats seriously.

Clinton's national securityadviser, warned Condoleeza
Rice that counterterrorism
wouldbe one of the top priorities of the Bush administration. Bush's top advisors
werecontinuously warnedby
the FBI and CIA of possible
al-Quaeda terrorist targets at

hasbeen welldocumented in

The next step should be to
create an independent inves-

home and abroad, but early
warnings were dismissed as
"chatter." The most blatant

signal to reach the president
came to his office in August
of 2001, in the form of a
"presidentialbriefing," which

mentioned the possibility of
a hijacking of an American
commercial airline. While
the earlywarningsigns were

The Spectator " May 30, 2002

sources such as Newsweek
and Time that both FBI and
CIA officials had enough
evidence tosuspect that a terrorist attack involving commercial airlines was immi-

—

tigative commission such
as the investigation afterPearl
Harbor and the Warren Commission that investigated
—
Kennedy'sassassination to
nent
determinethe real problems
However, the information andhow to fix them.
that was shared with the adBut as historian Michael
ministration and/or other in- Beschloss suggested in a retelligence offices was cent NY Times op-ed, only
readily dismissed.
history will be able to cast
The substantive informa- judgment on individualcultion was never connected in pability. Until then, it ismore
order to take necessary ac- important to fix the very real
tions that would have pre- and very dangerous shortvented Sept. 11. So while comings of our homeland
many knew something, no- defense system and foreign
body knew everything.
policy.
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SECURITY RETORT
AUSTIN BURTON
\Sports Editor

My,how the tables have
turned...upmissing.
Monday,5/20/02
At 8 a.m., Campus Public Safety
received a report of a stolen oak
end table from theBellarmine Hall
lobby. The3' x 2' table was taken
sometime over the weekend. CPS
and custodial staff members
checked the areabut didn'tfindthe
table, prompting Bellarmine staff
to announce that a room-to-room
check would take place if the table
was not returned.

Yeah,steal a charger for the
phoneyou don't have.
Tuesday, 5/21/02
In the 11th andE.Cherry parking
garage,a campuscommunity mem-

ber

went to

their vehicle

at

Well, did you or

9:30

didn't you?

a.m. and discovered a phone
charger,numerous CDs,aCDplayer

Wednesday, 5/22/02
andcash were missing.
The driver's side window was
A campus community
partiallyopen,butdid notappear to memberhadtheirbike stohavebeen forced open.
len from the bike rack on
Anyone withinformation should 1lthand E. Columbia. The victim ankle began to swell, the woman
contact CPS at (206) 296-5990.
couldn'tremember iftheyhadused was taken to a hospital.
a bike lock or not. No lock was
Fight Club
found in the area. The stolen bike
That"Best of Coolio" isa
wasa silverNarcobrandJavamodel
sought-after CD
Saturday, 5/25/02
mountainbike.
At 1:30 a.m., CPSreceived sevTuesday, 5/21/02
Running + platform shoes = eralcallsabout a fight takingplace
take a guess
near campus.
At 2:30 p.m., acampus community member reported another auto
Two SU students had been at a
prowl.
Thursday, 5/23/02
private party when they were asA woman tripped and fell over saultedby five or sixunknown men
The victim said they returned to
their vehicle,whichhadbeenparked her platform shoes while jogging near 14th and E. Columbia. CPS,
in the 11th and E. Cherry garage, on the West side of Lemeiux Li- the Seattle Police Department,and
and found a driver's side window brary. The woman scraped her left the Seattle Fire Department rebroken.
hand and twistedherankle.Shewas sponded and assisted the SU stuNumerousCDsandthefaceplate assisted by CPS and taken to the dents. The police searched the area
to a CD player were missing.
Student Health Center. When the for the suspects but found no one.

Joe Camel made them doit
Sunday, 5/26/02
At 2:24 a.m., a police pursuit
spilled onto campus.
Twoindividuals had stolen cigarettes from a local grocery store
and fled the scene in a stolen vehicle.
When the suspects wrecked the
vehicle on the West sideof Xavier
Hall, they tried to run on foot.
Police arrestedone suspect at the
scene and caught the second near
14th and E.Columbia.
CPS assisted SPD in removing
the vehicle from campus and addressing the propertydamage.

Catholic perspectives on sex abuse
AMY BARANSKI
Managing Editor
Since the Catholic Church sex
scandal has hogged the headlines
in newspapers across the United
States, two major figures inSeattle
University'scommunity have proceeded to publicly articulate their
concerns and visionsabout the issue that has rocked American
Catholics.

authority to transferpriests into the cases, and they were not transarchdioceses. However, no arch- ferred into an archdiocese.
diocese willaccept a priest without
While he has been president of
a written testimony from the pro- SU he states that no priests have
vincial. According to Father been charged with orconvictedof
sexualabuse orsexualharassment.
Father Sundborg is not the only
person at SU who provides a
argued that there should be
knowledgeable position on the

priest.
During that six year period FatherSundborgencounteredsixcases
ofsexualmisconduct amongpriests.
"Noneof the cases had todo with

"We

a

nationalreview board."
Susan Seeker, Associate Provost

University President Father
Stephen Sundborg,SJ and AssociProvost Susan Seeker have
fieldedquestionsfromnational and
local journalists, and offeredtheir
professionaland theologicalopinions to thoseseekinganswers to the
ate

JrJllijiSpil&Z,

policies of the U.S. Catholic

Church. Susan Seeker, a moral
theologian,was invited in 1993 to

be a part of a think tank whose
the sexual abuse of minors," he

explained.
Theprovincial(whohas asimilar
role to a diocesan bishop) has the

Sundborg,in the sixsexual miscon- recommendations would formuduct cases that he encountered as late solutions for addressing the
provincialhe didnot writetestimoSee "Abuse" on vase 5
nies for the priests involved in such

difficult questions that surround
abuse.
In today's op/ed section of the
Seattle Times, FatherSundborgsuggest

seven

statements— ranging

from the openingupofthe process
of appointing bishops to the reaffirmationof "'the dignity ofhomo-

sexuals" thattheAmerican bishops
could make as a result of their up-

—

coming June 13 meeting in Dallas

a response to the continual

public outcry of untrustworthy

Ul

4^Br*t

*■

r**l

church leadership.
"We area nation...weareapeople
and I think there needs to be a
common system throughout the
United States on how these issues
willbedealtwith," FatherSundborg
said.
Father Sundborg remains sensitive to the victims' struggles as
wellas to thosepriests whostruggle
with their powerof influence.
"Having been a person of authority ofassigningpriests— lean
understandthe pressure within the
grouptoprotectthemselves against
thingssuch as financial liabilities,"
he explained.
Prior to coming to SU in 1997
Father Sundborg was the provincial superioroftheNorthwestfrom
1990 until 1996. He oversaw 350
Jesuitpriestsand annuallyreviewed

—

their personal conduct in a confidential session with each Jesuit
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Music to mY

Too easy
See that big goofylooking photo on the
other page.
Howhardisit to think
up something funny
about thatphotoand win
tickets to the movies?
The appropriate answer
is: very easy. Do yourselfand yoursignificant
other a favor.Just do it.

ears

21 and over

Brad Sherman, composer and SU's instrumental director,willconduct the second concert
of instrumental music,
theFine Arts Instrumental Music Concert. The
concert will begin at 8
p.m. in the Vachon
Room.

own
Oregon's
StephenMalkmus &the
Jicks are playing the
Graceland(lo9Eastlake
Aye.E) tonightat 8 p.m.
Tickets are $15 at
www.ticketmaster.com.
For more information
call (206) 381-3094.

Tuesday

f

LUednesdayN

Third time's a charm

Mass

ThefirstThursdayand
first Saturday of every
month tuition to the Seattle Asian ArtMuseum
(VolunteerPark at 1400
E Prospect St.) is absolutely free.For moreinformation, call (206)
654-3255.

}

y>>*^^A^

JL^

Free Art

Senior Art Exhibition
TheSenior ArtExhibit willcontinue on display
intheKinsey Gallery(Casey103)andtheFineArts
Vachon Room until June 16th. The exhibition is
open daily on weekdaysfrom 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
For the full story, check out "Doors open for
Senior Art show" on the front page.

5

The Frye ArtMuseum (704Terry Aye.)is introducing three contemporary
Allare welcome tothe
evening
s utists to the Seattle area. BeyondReason:Paintings andMonotypes byMark
morning and
I
Chapel
of Spencer will be on display until July 21st and Artifice and Representation:
services at the
Ignatuis.
Morning
1 Paintingsby GabrielleBakkerandGloriaDeArcangeliswillbeexhibiteduntil
St.
at
a.m.
/ August 25th.
serviceisheld 11
service
Admissionis always free. For more information,call (206) 622-9250.
evening
and the
at9p.m. For more inforAren't we lucky...
mation, call (206) 296Best foot
-5587.
Tobe living inacity thathosts one of the largest
forward
filmfestivals inthe world?(Ahem,theSeattle Film
Josh Ritter
Festival.) Here is a Tuesdays' and Wednesday's
Today marks the first
suggested times and titles:
<
day
of the last week of
This Idaho-born
Pacific Place Cinemas
Egyptian Theatre
<
singer and songwriter zlass.Therefore, intelliSixth Aye and Pine
801
EastPine
Street
has got San Francisco j gent students who may
St., Level Four
Biggieand Tupac
glowing. He will be at 1havebeen slacking(who
Dangerous
Lives of
p.m.
The
Begins at9:30
The Tractor (5213 c doesn't)are most likely
Altar Boys
BallardAveNW)atB:3o |getting their rears into
Begins at 9:30 p.m.
p.m. Tickets are $8. For j gearand studying up for
For more information or tickets, go to
more information, call t the soon-to-be-upon-us
www.seattlefilm.com
i finals. Goodluck!
(206) 789-3599.

Better than the movie
30th through June 13th range from $16
Hairspray, John Waters' Broadway musical,iscoining to sth Aye. Theatre(1308 sth Aye.)fromMay 30th to June23rd. Tickets for shows May
information,
contact the sth Aye. Theatre
to $48 For shows thereafter, tickets will range from $65 to $95. Students willbe given discount prices if they show their studentID.For more
7:30 p.m. Wednesday.
Sunday;
p.m.Tuesday;
7:30
p.m.Saturday; 2 p.m.
at (206) 625-1900. Times for May 30th to June sth are as follows: 8 p.m.Thursday;8 p.m.Friday; 2 p.m. and 8

leadership and the truth
Abuse: SU administrators want stronger
Conception in the Cenknown inaclear manner the late
tight-knit
From page 4

lead- make
In response to this
the problem of child sexual abuse. ershipthe committee recommended process for the nominationand apThisdifficulty is asourceofscandal that "while respecting the need for pointment of bishops in this counfor the faithful."
Father Sundborg and
Almost ten years
Seeker
are very aware that
laterthenational scanknown
in
a
will
make
the
issue
of sexual abuse
Many
ofFadalbroke.
a
topic ofchurch
been
has
recSundborg's
ther
the process for discussion sincethe 1980s.
clear
for
the
ommendations
'There havebeendifferapproaching national
the nomination and
ent wavesof the reporting
bishops conference
reflect the visions of appointment of bishops in this of sexual misconduct
among clergy," Father
this early 1990s comability todealmore ettecti vely witn

a national review board," Seeker

klthough

U.S.bishops are indeientof each otherthey can still
c national guidelines for all
archdioceses to follow. However,
thoseguidelinesmustbeestablished
by consensus at the national conference of bishops.
Seeker, with other members on
icommittee,hoped that thebishops would set up some national
guidelines regarding the sexual
abuse of minors by clergy for all
U.S.dioceses. At that timethey did
not heedthe impassioned advice of
the think tank committee.
They wrote: "we are concerned
that the hierarchy's authority and
credibility in the United States is
erodingbecause of a perceived in-

t

"We
manner

COUNTRY/

mittee.

The first wave happened
Both recommenda- Father Stephen Sundborg, SJ,
during
themid-80s. At that
tionsreflect a needfor
president
time
in
thearchdioSeattle
the hierarchy of the
established
a "special
cese
church to be more
with
cases"
review
board
whichinvesticonfidentiality
bishops
deal
open. One of Seeker's concerns
aboutthe church is that it acts as "a theproblem ofchildsexualabusein gated allegations of sexual abuse
closed secretive institution, which thechurch in a more openmanner." made against priests.
Thefirst allegationsmade against
Similarly,Father Sundborg states
is foreign to much of the western
as a recommendation: "We will Father John Cornelius of Immacuworld."

LONDON CALLINa

li

Rock the UK now!

$465!

" Price includes roundtrip air
to London, 3-day hostel and
4-day London Travelcard.
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.

LB

Price is roundtrip from Seattle to London. Tax
not included. Restrictions apply. Must travel
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4341 University Way NE 1314N.E. 43rd Street, #210

206.632.2448
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Not Ready for
the LSAT?

" First15 people to book aUK W^tqESl
trip get a FREE guidebook!
" Enter to WIN a FREE roundtrip Um|w|
myariQingOUt

Sundborgexplained.

I'm Steven Klein, LSAT specialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later, I don't
think anyone knows more
about this test, or how to teach
it, than Ido. That's why Istill
teach my own classes. That's
why you should call me.
My nine week course features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and five
mock exams for the reasonable
price of $795.
Ican answer any LSAT question let me prove it.Call now
for a free seminar:
524-4915

-

I
I

in 1989.
However, at that time the media
did not whollypush the issue into
the public eye, Seekerexplained.
Another waveof reporting ofsex
abuse by clergy happened in the
19905. Father Sundborg described
itas a "coming forward" of parishioners to tell theirstories of victimization

The thirdand so far most tumultuous wave (as reported innewspapers across the country)is upon the
church now. FatherSundborgsaid.
"I'm very grateful to themedia"
Seeker said. "I think they've kept
their lens on this issue in a very
helpful way to the victims. They

didn't do that in 1994 and they're
doing that now."

The test is changing.*

Prep now!
A high MCAT score is critical to admissions success.
Take Kaplan and get a higher score.

Classes start
June 15, 16, 17, 22 & 24
Call 1-800-KAP-TEST or visit kaptest.com to enroll today!

Testprep, admissions and guidance. For life.
"AAMC>t iiMauri!■ nmU*( n Ap.i 3003.call Kaplan for
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Worker: Catholic Movement takes a "greener" approach to life

From front page

tion," government, the arms race to life
and economics. They do not advo"In economics, private and state
haul,
long
you cate the Marxist position of return- capitalism bring about an unjust
faithinGod overthe
ing all the land and its business distributionof wealth,because the
were missing the point."
graduate
A
ofClarkston Univer- infrastructure to"the people," how- profit motive guides decisions,"
Kirkhopesaid.
sity in New York with a degreein ever.
Economics, Smith has lived in
a
green
Capitalism ispracticed initsmost
"Webelieve in
revolution
Worker communities for the past so that it is possible to rediscover basicform at therural PenceSprings,
,
13 years.
the proper
"Ifyougetintouch with another's meaningofour
brokenness, you can then get in labor and our

touch with your ownbrokenness,"
he said.
Smith went on to point out "our
belief is that, in the long run, our
ministriesof hospitalityand resistance, our principles behind them,

and our community can only be
maintained with an ongoing communication with God."

[Although

the basic goal of the

itholic Worker Movement is to

Ip people help themselves, the

ganizationdoes maintainpoliti-1 positions in a "green revolu-

sale of agricultural products grown low the mainstream capitalistic
on the land.
morals by declaring ourselves a
"Just enough to pay the bills," nonprofit foundation allowing tax
Kirkhope said.
deductionsfor donors,"Smith said.
to
political
According to Smith, there are
Due
differences with
the owner of the farm, Smith and about 130 Catholic Worker comKirkhope are temporarily living in munities across the United States
a nearbymissionchurch whilethey and no headquarters or a central
seek funds to authority that guide the policies of
buy their own the various operations. Smith said
farm, which the religious beliefs vary widely.
believe in a green revolution
they will call
true bonds with
"Some are progressive, some
land,"
anti-Catholic, some subscribe to
the
The
Gift
of
that it is possible to rediscover the
Smith said.
Tears.
Vatican 11, and some follow the
Surrounding
They
teachings
aresoof Vatican I," he exproper meaning of
labor and
-licit i n g plained.
government,
$25,000 in no
the Catholic
At the conclusion of their pretrue bonds with the
Worker moveinterest loans sentation in the Casey Atrium,
Eric Smith, Catholic worker movement from benevo- Kirkhope and Smith spoke to one
ment believes
'
the
state
that
lent individu- iofDr. GaryChamberlain sclasses.
functions to control and regulate West Virginia farm that Smith and als proposing repayment via
life.Theorganization feels that the Kirkhopeoperate.
income from student groups
generated
by
hosting
arms race has extended the domain
Income is
and cottage industries on the
of destruction and the fearof anni- highschool andcollegegroups who farm.
hilation, and denies thebasic right come there to learn and from the
"We simply refuse to fol-

"We

so

our

our

land."

Art: small graduating class makes room for variety
From front page
niors

"This year it was nice that our
class was small because we were
able to showcase more art than in
years past," Swartwood said. "So
you get a real diverse outlook of
everybody's work and what everyone has been doingover the years,

unlike past years when there were
more graduating seniors and they
weren't able to lay out as much
work."
This year's event also featured
work by students who are not the
traditional Fine Arts-Photography
majors.Jonesisa Art History major
while Dalton and Langston are

Scott Frish, Fine Arts lecturer,
explained thatthedeciding factorin
whether or not a students work can
be exhibited in the Senior Art Exhibition is their participation, or lack
thereof, in a specific senior synthe-

majoringinFine Arts-Studio.

students educational experience

here at aU, hnsh confirmed.
Besides the art on the walls,

student portfolios are also
available for viewing in the
Vachon Room (Fine Arts

Building.)
sis class.
The exhibition will be on
as
as
from 10 a.m. to4 p.m.
display
'Theclass well the exhibition presents the culmination of a in the KinseyGallery (Casey
103) and Vachon Room.

NICOLE RETANA / NEWS EDITO

Art lines the wallsof the Vachon Room.

Campus Club: Action offers busy students a"one-time" opportunity
From front page

was togo to the Union Green, one
to the Lynn Lawn, one behind
Administrationandafourthbehind

Loyola.
"The basic concept behind the

Cafe" that serves

meals

[UnionGreen] table is that it is a
club's table," Bergquist explained.
"Ihad thisidea to do something,on
topofbuilding the tables, that would
alsobuildthecommunity andwhere

Bergquist also works with other

catesmuchofits time to "one-time

clubs to put on events.
"Having more than one club put
on an event means that they could
put onhugeeventsinstead of smaller

better to start than the clubs?"
Besides buildinga "club's table"

ones," he explained.
For the most part, Action dedi-

homelessindividuals.
"I know college students don't
"One-time projects" include the have time often to commit to long
KISS Haunted House that raised term projects,"Bergquistsaid,"but
money for the Fred Hutchinson at least this way they can find out
Cancer Research and Boomtown what's out there."

projects"beyondtheSU campus,in
the greater Seattle community.

■

it's not for everyone,
but that's

[the point].
Sure, Army ROTC isn't a piece of cake. After all, in here you'll push yourself. Test your limits.
And in the process, develop skills that'll last a lifetime. Like how to think on your feet and be
a good leader and decision maker. You could even get a scholarship. Register today for an Army
ROTC class. Because you're not just like "everyone."

ARMY ROTC

Unlike any other college course you can take.

|f&
|>^

J|

f\lH^l^
S|gj|g£j W^

Army ROTC 2 year Scholarships available! Call 296-6430 for more information.
"
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Devoted SU supporter leaves $7.5 million
CYRUS HEFFERNAN
btaff reporter
The Albers School of Business
andEconomics recentlyannounced
a gift of $7.5million fromthe estate
ofGenevieve Albers. After an $8.5
million bequest from the Bannon
family in the mid19905, this is the
second largest donation to the
school in its 111-year history.
Because estate matters are still
being settled, no specific uses of
the moneyhavebeenidentified nor
has the amount of income the endowment will provide. Presently,
all thatis known is that themoney
will beused to increase support for
faculty, students, scholarly research, and public forums. An en-

Recyclable
Items

dowed chair in the name of low other budgeted Albers Busi- last year. Presiding at her Mass of
ness School funds to be used for Resurrection last December 29th,
Genevieve Albers is a certainty.
According toUniversityProvost, otherprograms.Thebusinessschool PresidentFather StephenSundborg,
Dr.JohnEshelman, thebequest was wasnamed for Genevieve Albers' SJ, described her as a "larger than
a lump sumandthe schoolreceived parents followinga$ 3million gift life legend of Capital Hill and the
Catholic commupartof thatlast week.
nity."
"We won'treceive
—
the entire amountun"She died as fitgift willenable
to
til Miss Albers' esting on Christmas
itself,in order to get
settled,
fully
tate is
further distinguish the
which will be some
in on one great party
heaven,"he said.
yet,"
in
months
remarkable programs and
Eshelman said. "The
Fr.Sunborg told the
endowment will be
school's PR departeducational experiences that
namedtheGenevieve
ment last week that
AlbersMemorial Enhallmarksof
"this gift will enable
dowmentandincome
us to further distinUniversity and
guish the remarkable
from the endowment
will be used for the
programsand educaeducation.
enhancement of the
tional experiences
Albers School of
that are hallmarks of
Father Stephen Sundborg, SJ,
Business and Ecoa
Seattle University
Seattle University president

Pens
Paper of any kind
Erasers
Notebooks

Rulers
Glue
Art Supplies
Crayons
Colored Pencils and
Markers
Scissors
Staplers
Sports Equipment

(balls, Frisbees, etc.)

a seattle
Albers School

are

nomics."
Deanof the Albers

and Albers School

Business Schoolfrom1976t0 1986,

Pencils

—

us

This

Dr. Eshelmansaidthat the endowment thenhas toearnincomebefore

the schoolcanspendit sofunds will
notbeavailableuntil the 2003-2004
academic year.Itis toosoon toeven
speculate that theseadditional dollars to the business school will al-

from the estate ofher mother, Eva.
The assets ofthe Albers family are
aresultof the mergerofherfather's
business, Albers BrothersMilling,
withCarnation Milk Products.
Miss Albers, as she preferred to
be addressed, wasbornin 1908 and
passed away on Christmas Day of

"WhenGenevieve's motherdied,
about 1973 or so, she left about
$3.5 million to SU. A very large
gift for those days and very, very
critical for SU which was in dire
financial straits," he said.
Father Edmund Ryan, SJ, Universitypresident in1975 and 1976,
further developed the relationship
with Genevieve Albers.Henamed
the businessschoolinhonorof her
parents.

"She alwaysappreciated the fact
that thebusiness schoolwasnamed
forherparents," Dr.Eshelmansaid.
Fr. Ryan also invited her to join
the school'sBoard of Trustees.
"She was very faithful about
meetings," said Fr. Sullivan.
The Chancellor also said that
Genevieve Albers "was a woman
wholived verymodestly, spentvery
little on herself, and left her entire
—
estate about $30 million to
charity."
'This is aremarkableexample of
generosity,"he said.
A student at the university in

—

education."
University Chancellor Father
William Sullivan,SJ, said that the
SUrelationship withtheAlbers family goes back to the presidency of
Father Lemieux,SJ,in the 19605. 1965 and 1966, Miss Albers did
"[Fr.Lemieux] and Genevieve's not have any children.
mother,Eva Albers,were very good
"This is the end of the Albers
friends," Fr. Sullivan confided.
line,"Fr. Sullivan said.

Nicaragua: recycled supplies benefit foreign students

From front page

of $50-60.
The Community Service &
Learning Office is working with
the Quixote Center. The Quixote
Center is a faith-based, socialjusticecenter workingwithpeoplewho

have few resources for their have learned.
struggles.
You can learn more about the
The missionofthe QuixoteCen- QuixoteCenter byclicking on their
ter is one of social justice, whichis website, www.quixote.org.
Last yearSeattle University sent
a key teaching in the Jesuit faith.
an
11
opcampaign
This
is excellent
boxes of supplies weighingover
portunity for the community to put
into action the lessons that they

200 poundsto thechildren.Parents,
teachers, and the children are ex-

tremely grateful for the supplies
that they have received in the past
and look forward to what can be
sent to them in the future.

Ifyouhave any furtherquestions
please contact Chris Stout at
stoutc@seattleu.eduor Jen Bleeke
at bleekej@seattleu.edu.
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people to be part of the

If you want t0 play video games all
summer' 9° to cool events and get paid doing
then this job is for you. To audition, go to
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Engineering: classroom meets real-world knowledge
Alvin Moser,Associate Professor ratElectrical and Computer Engineering^explained the process and purposebehindlepior engineering projects,
which are required, for graduation in the
Computer Science and Electrical, Mechanical andCivil Engi-

—

about to do productive Work on the project. Teams invariably
find they need to krj^i& stuff that was not taught in any class,
required or electjj^Jhis is good preparation for their career,
where they wifff find they are always having to learn new
subjects iiwdraer to continue doing their jobs. The sponsoring

—

neering disciplines. SU forms partnerships *ith prominent
sponsors companiesand government and private^agencies
throughout the Puget Sound region to prepare stuate^ts for
professional practice. These project sponsors provide students
with practical problems to solve, and the type of real-worl3*
challengesthey willencounter as professionalengineers.Engineeringstudents work in teamsof three tofivestudents through'*..
JEREMY EDWARQI7-'PHOTOEDITOR
out their senior year on the project in closecollaboration with
Jr
liaisons,
projects
pickedand^Tpw
as well as members of SU's faculty. The
S:How are^enior
are
docompanies
sponsor
responsible
organization,
are
scheduling,
paired
students
for team
get
up whkSU?
jr..*budgeting, design, construction, project management, docuM: We have a wizard of a
officer for the Project
mentationandpresentation of their results.
Sheridan
Center. —
Botts. who sta«£contaet withcompaniesall
year round bothcompanies y^nave or had projects with and
Spectator: Why are these projects important to a complete those we have never had a .project with. She explains our
program to companies, shows examples, et cetera. When a
education?
Moser: Historically, companies have always complained companyexpressesimprest, weDesignCoordinatorswill make
because new graduates tended to "know" a lot, like theory and visits with Sheridan.The company may have an initial project
analysis, but they didn'tknow how to "do" anything, meaning idea that we caiLjrclp shape, or often they have'^ery specific
they were weakon theprocess ofdesign,creating anew solution plan for apro/ret.Only occasionallydo weoversell andhave to
to a problemand ir. their understandingofhow theprocess fits reject soiH^rojects because we have too many. Occasionally
into the nctioning of a real company. Senior projects give we wi^reject a project because it doesn't have enoughactual
them experience in design that is more ambiguous and open- design content for the students, just work.
ended than designs they encounter in regular classes, and we jrS: What steps are involved throughout the year?
teach themhow to dothe kinds of things they will needto doapt
M: Initially, the students try to make sense of the project
part of a company,likeestimate theirschedules and budgetpgror descriptionsprovidedby thecompanies.Since they aretechnia design job, prepare regular updates on their workJJartheir cal projects, the descriptions tend to be filled with specific
peers and bosses,keepadequate documentation an<Lß> techni- jargon that is unfamiliar. Teams do document research in the
libraryand onthe Web toget a feelingfor what they haveto learn
cal writing and be articulate about their accompJiffimeits.

contra/^

Keeping track ofartificial intelligence

"Projects Day

this quarter, some
members have put
,
in about 12 hours
7, 8:45 a.m. to 2 p.m., LemieuK Library:
»
a day on the
'tmiss out on ProjectsDay, anall day event thatis the culmination of student
project.
,"design teams' yearlong work.Teams present their results,showcase their project*
"Havingnorefer" andanswer questions. For moreinformation or a schedule,visit "
nce points for the
project was reallyhard. We

the minutestdetails andturned into
real war strategies. Economic and
market analyses can be completed
It's 11:30 p.m. You've just got- within an hour once the necessary
tendone watchingaroundofnever- components have been supplied.
before-seen Simpsons episodes at
Whether you are aware of it or
the cost of a couplepainlessmouse not, intelligentinformation agents senior Comclicks, and now it's time to read (think ofall of thosescience fiction puter Science major Scott
those three lengthy chapters that moviesabout artificial intelligence, Hoogerwerfexplained."Eventually
you need to be able to apply by only these agents are focused on agents willdoeverything;you'll be
tomorrow morning. You don't one specific task) make these tre- able to createan agentyourself and
worry, however, because on your mendous tasks possible. These program it for what you want it to
computer those same chaptershave

"""■"
company representative.
S: Do students often get jobs withcompanies that sponsor
their project?
M:Yes.Ithappens everyyearthatsome students gethired by
the company that sponsoredtheir project.It also happens thai j
student from another team getshired by a sponsoringcompany
*■"*
basedon a fine presentation onProjects Day.
S: What is thebest project that you remember? (""*
«!M: A few years ago, one of our teams wrote a
jomvare
application for Boeing thaisaved them thousands ofld^iiars a
year in eijgineering hours. Boeing weas totally delig|Jfi4with
the results. ""ftJnvolved taking data captured durin&«*e«ts of
antennas and dismaying theresults in a meaningful wajWor the
;
11
user.

RJune

MISTY NIELSEN
Staff Reporter

just been summarizedforyour benefit.
At the same time, on a larger
scale making the worldrun around
you every day, virtual battles and
battlegroundscan be mappedoutto

compan§ntfso assigns an engineer to act as liaison to the team,
and^Hey meet frequently to keep things moving. During fall
quarter, they get a lotof lecturesabout design topicSf?ri£Tuding
budgeting,scheduling, technical writing,et cetera. Their main
output from thefall quarteris a proposalback to the sponsoring
companythat explainsthe project in their own wordsand how
aihoj intend to tackle the problem. They also do oral technical
j^tntations tothe class about their project,and this continues
through winterand spring quarters. Winter quarter is mostly
about continuing theirdesign work andjust about completing it.
Spring quarter wrapsuptheirdesign workand they write,a large
final reportabout their work.Everything culminates onProjects
Day, where they present their work orally in a 15 njinute
presentation,they have a display table set upand fieldJjjjpltions
all morning and they can present their final repoft>*to the

agents, most apparently observed
through the Internet, are software
tools designed to perform tasks that

do."

.
I

had to start from scratch,"

—

—

—

cording to theCog-

nitive Agent Architecture (Cougaar)
Open
Source
Project. They are
agentsdevelopedfor

'

gerwerf said.
monitor hundreds or thousands of
Although it'sbeen long and tirethese 'agents,' which are self-con- some, Hoogerwerf is happy about
tained pieces of software that can the experienceand seemsconfident
go out and do al!kinds of different about the final presentation to the
tasks," Putnam said,explainingthat company.
it was hard to step back from a
'The presentation will be a full
projectinvested with so much time hand-off
of everything,"

As far away as this technology
seems to many of us, Hoogerwerf to explainits simplest nature. Eswould normally be done by hu- along with a groupof fellow com- sentially, the group had to make a
mans only artificial intelligent puter science majors, have already database that could accommodate
agents do them much quicker.
moved a step ahead toward the fu- all sorts of different types of soft"Theycan in, Jly take on any pro- ture. For theirsenior project,he and ware agents in order to monitor
group partnersTara them keep track' of what they're
Matthews, Erwin doing, where they refoundandwhat
Suparno, Patrick typetheyare "inorderto letpeople
Putnam,
Roy make use of agents without having
Kuwahara
and toclimbtheimmenselearningcurve

Michela Hammond
have designed a
Website that willact
as an agent control
center. The center
will be specific to
agents created ac-

.

currently involved in understanding agent technology as we know
it," according to Putnam.
For the past year, the

Pacific
Northwest National Laboratoryhas
supervised thegroupasit researched
and developed the idea.
"What drew me to the project was
that it's something that's neverreally been done," Hoogerwerf said.
"We had to design our own program, and we could do anything

Hoogerwerfsaid."We'll teachthem
how to use it and thenafter that it's
up to them. We hope that it willbe

heavily used."
Whether or not he sees widespreaduse of the product, the next
thing Hoogerwerfplans tofocus his
attention on is relaxation with a
little sight seeing this summer before moving to the East Coast.
Putnam said that he wouldseriously consider working for the Pa-

cific Northwest National Laboratory if he didn't already plan to

move to California soon.
"Our project liaison from PNNL
has told us that anyone who's
workedwith this project that would
be interested in working with the
companyshouldsendtheirresume,"

Putnam said. "If Ididn't already
have plans, I'd definitely consider
with it."
working for them. The wayPNNL
However, that same innovative handlesemployees and promotions
large scale, global
distribution,making aspect of the project meant more is really impressive to me."
the team's work work on thegroup's part. Through"I got really lucky with this
quite significant.
out the year, each member of the group," Putnam finished his re"Basically, our team has put up to 12 hours a week marks. "I'm surrounded by a lotof
Computersciencegeniuses(fromleft to right):TaraMatthews,MichelaHammond,Scott goal was to create a into the project on top of school- very intelligent people whoare also
Hoogerwerf, Erwin Suparnoand Roy Kuwahara (notpictured:PatPutnam).
way for a person to work and possibly a job. However, really good workers."
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workroom for other members, everything has finally started to come

Let the bike help you pedal

together.

MISTY NIELSEN
Staff Reporter

Engineers
chanical
Marween Ibanez,Benjamin
Yen
and
While working on his seniorenLaurent Lagineeringproject this year. Electrical Engineeringmajor Nevin Singh spent their last
learned the value of his years of school year
study at Seattle University,but he working
ondealso discovered the importance of veloping an
two other aids: the Internet and his electric bicycle
professors.
with an im"What we learned inclass was a proved auxilfoundation, but while working on
iarypowersysthe project Ilearned how much I tem (that is, an
didn't know,"anunbelievingSingh assistantpower source thatenhances
said. "Most of the time, when I human pedaling).
needed tofind outabout something,
The SRAM Corp., an internaI would immediately go to the tionalcompany thatis a major proInternet. Ialsobecame pretty close ducer of bicycle components that
tomyprofessors.Theyreally know claims there isn'tanothercompany
a lotaboutthe subjects they teach." in the world that is as dedicated to
Singh and his group, which was cycling, presented the group with
composed of fellow Electrical En- the task of "tweaking" its existing
gineer AngelaOkuribido and Me- SPARC" power assist drive sys-

COURTESTY OF WWW.SRAM.COM

Tie current SPARC" bike
\ses a battery pack (top)
md gearhub (left) toassist
yclists with a little extra
<ower.

more so the absence of the— cookbook-styleprocedures inlab made
the year a challenging one for the
group.
"There wasa lot of trialand error.
We had to determine on our own
how much ofeach thing was necessary," Singh said. "We would think

"We' yestartedcombining everything this quarter, and so far we've
done onlyminortuning,"Singh said.
The tests of ingenuity, a year of
conflicting schedules, andpainstaking corrections all seem to have
beenroadblocksto finding the right
road to success. The group's company liaison, who has been very
hands-on,has assuredthemthat their
modelofSPARC" has the look of
a bestseller.
"We won't get credit for thebike,
but if it was a success I'd still be
very happy,"Singh said.
While studying to be an engineer
wasonething,Singhhas foundpracticing the skill necessary forthe job
has been quite another. He is now
looking ahead to his future with the
knowledge of what it will take to
—
work in the craft and that is,after
all, the entire point of senior engi-

that we had gotten something right neering projects.
and then the
tem to one that will match professor
the energyprovidedby the would say that
cycle's motor to the it wasn't."
Although the
cyclist's effort. Making
has been
group
SPARC"moreefficient by
withhavfaced
ncreasing its power and
ing to work
rattery endurance wasalso
separately, ofpart of the assignment
ten leaving
given to Singh and his notesof thelatestdiscovery or
Existingpatentsanddata progressin their
—
JEREMY EDWARDS / PHOTO EDITOR
interpretation or even

Finish the project? Not if we kill each other first!

team had to find the
answers out the hard
wayfromtimeto time.

PhotoscourtesyofTTOudson
(Fromtopto bottom)Thegroupinspects

a Kenworth truck; Brian Dressier
checks things out; Noelle Parlier and
the
up
"Noe/Jeblew
Brian Dressler's neck havetheirremainingsenior courses.After spending fouryears in
measurements;David
SteveKirnertake
JAMILA JOHNSON
aches. His makeshift bed the engineering programs,no one can assume that they knew voltage divider,"
and
Dressier
think about
(left)
Opinion Editors
Roni
Dressierpointedout.
rattles as he curls up onan enough to complete these projects.
(left) and
changing
majors;
andRoni
"Brian blew up the
"It (the project) wouldn'thavebeeneducationalif wealready
Hudson
check
Tim
for
interferences.
dag,"
replied,
Pariier
of Boeing.NoellePariieris stretchedacrossa table as she listens knew everything,"Parliersaidwhilelookingat herfinalpaperon
to a custodian mopping sloppilyoutside thelockeddoor.There the outdatedDell computer in front ofher.She swivelsbarefoot quicker then Superman on
amphetamines."Iguess wereally can point fingers."
areno pillowsor sheets, just thelabthat they have spent months on the chair to explainthat this wouldbe a wasteif they weren't
But after spendingmonths workingtogether in sucha small
slavingin.
learningalong the way.
Dressier and Parlier, along withTim Hudson, Steve Kirner,
Teammate Dressier added that in Mechanical Engineering space, they appreciate that they have not sent one another to
you have to train one of thenumerous surroundinghospitals.
andDavidRoni,practicallylive in the lab assigned to themfor
"We've had some team issues but everyone does," Parlier
yourself to learn
their engineeringproject. The five are working on a Dynamic
explained.
Itis obviousthatthis teammadeit throughthe stress
basically,
things.
new
Cab Extender for the Kenworth Truck Company:
with
success.
Some of this might be due to the various stress
"You
won't
alproject
design
drag
their
is to
a featurethat willreduce
and wind
wayshavea school deterrents inadvertentlysprawled across their working area.
resistance on Kenworth trucks. Their lips are rather sealed
In the $2,000 budget originallyallocated to the group, $250
about the project, because they are hoping toobtaina patent on
to fall back on
theirbrainchild.
when you don't was to go to a team building activity. One can scoff, but with
havetheanswers," the close contact these individuals willhave tosurvive through
But one thing thegroup cansay is thattheengineeringproject
for the approximately240 days, team buildingis important.
Dressiersaid.
difficult,
extremely
problematical
consuming.
is
and time
One onlyhas to look around the lab to realize that there has
There
is
no
de7,
engineering
projects
June
the
students
will
their
present
On
bating that this been a heck of a lotof livinggoing on in the room.There is a
formally to their sponsoringcorporations.They will takebows,
blender from "the smoothie day," a mini fridge with rotting
and explain the sheer genius of the projects that they have
strawberries and a saltshaker sitting on the microwave, of
They
will
workedonsinceearlyOctober.
which the inside can remain unexplained.
undoubtedly
wipe
also
the sweat from
"Wehad a bunchof honeyin thatdrawer, and the bread has
their brows and kiss the floor, grateful
gone bad," Dressier said. He and Parlieralso took up long
that the project is over.
skateboarding.
board
"It takesupa lotoftime," beganParlier,
is,however,anotherstress relieverin Barmanlab207:
There
an ElectricalEngineeringmajor."Idefian orange Mr.Kenworthdoll.The engineering students do not
nitelyspend the most timeon this class."
—
get paid for their work with these companies it really is all
Thegrouplaughs whenElectricalEn—
about the educational value but even freebees like the
gineeringmajor Kirnermentionsbeeras
Kenworth doll can be beneficial.
a solution for stress and suggestions are
Wack. The doll hits the window androlls off.
made that theproject orientationshould
At the end of the day (that is,if they cangohome before the
equippedwith
come
anAA sponsor. But
hours of the morning) they know that they are about 95
wee
jokes
reality
is
the
sheer
behind the
of
percent done, and things like the doll and a longboard have
what engineering students must undermadeit possible.
take in order to graduate, and prove to
Most of thegroupagrees that onething madetheir life twice
themselves that they have what it takes.
as
hard: the locking of the Barman building is annoying,
important
engineerpart ofthe
"Itis an
inconvenient and unnecessary. Parlier mentioned that even
ing program," said senior Mechanical
though public safety is nice, they act as though engineering
EngineerRoni.He continued to explain
students are terrorists.
that the project is the culminationof the
On June 7, this group won't be sorry to say goodbye to
engineeringdegree.
doors,late nights,no weekends or slow computers.But
/ OPINION EDITOR; (BOTTOM)COURTESY OF TIMHUDSON
locked
(TOP)
JAMILA
JOHNSON
spends
Each member of the group
at
they
NoelleParliertakes
out
her
on
Brian
(Bottom)Thegroup
(Top)
Dressier.
will
be proud to say what they have finished, and take the
frustration
week
in
thelabs.
least20 hours a
Dressier,
Hudson,
Parlier,
Wong,
right):
Kenworthliaison Alec
Tim
Steve memories of accomplishment with them to their future purMechanicalEngineermajors Hudson (left to
Roni.
suits.
andDressier both work, and the others Kirner andDavid
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With the next pick, the Sonics draft...who?

A guide to the 2002 NBA draft, from Yao Ming to Boris Diaw-Riffiod
he wassevenfeet tall, wentto a big-

time college, and playedDikembe
Mutombo-like defense. But eight
points at a junior college' in this
state?Let's justsayCordell sphone
won' tberingingmuchon draft day.
But let'smoveon to players who
will actually get picked.
The NBA held it's lottery two
weeks ago to determine who gets
whatpick in the June 26 draft.And
AUSTINBURTON
surprisingly,it wasn'tfixed.Iwould
Sports Editor
havebetbig moneythat New York,
Washington, or Chicago wouldget
Inmost cases,I'lldefend a high the first pick and, subsequenty,the
school athlete who skips collegeto first shot at 7-foot-5 Chinese star
play a professional sport, even if Yao Ming
But somehow, the Houston
that decision ultimatelyhurts their
Rockets
got the top pick. Andearly
development as an athlete or perHouston wants Ming,
word
is
that
making
milson. Imean, if you're
rage
s
thesedays.Here' s
who'
all
the
dollars,
lions of
who cares about
lottery
picks working
I
see
the
how
stuff,
right?
personal growth and
out:
Notice how Isaid most cases.
You see, in order to sit on the
1) HoustonRockets:TheRockbench andmake thosemillions,you
have toactuallymake the team first. ets need an inside presence, but I
Which brings us to the case of wouldn't take Ming. He just has
Brandon Roy,theGarfield (Seattle) "ShawnBradley,PartII"writtenall
High School star who has entered over him.
You remember Bradley, right?
the 2002 NBA
draft. Now, it's not
'
succeed,
The7-foot-6 center waspicked secthatIdon t want toseehim
in the 1993 draft, before Nick
ond
but there's one undeniablefacthere:
Exel, Jamal Mashburn, and
Van
Brandon Royhasalmostnoshot of
PennyHardaway.
Shawn could be
getting drafted.
on
in Dalrecently
thebench
seen
NBA,
there are two types
In the
valuablecloththat
las,
wasting
could
of players who can get drafted
havebeen used on someone else's
straight fromhigh school.
The first is the big man. When uniform.
Jf it's a big man that Houston
seven-footers Kwame Brown and
wants,
they should take Drew
DeSagana Diop made themselves
Gooden,
the 6-foot-10 power foreligible for the 2001 draft, teams
were willing to look past their un- wardfrom Kansas. The last timea
polished games because they were team gambled the top pick on a
talland athletic, a rarity in a league "project" big man, we gotMichael
where 10-toed sloths like Todd Olowokandi, who was taken ahead
MacCulloch canearna startingjob. of Paul Pierce, Antawn Jamison,
Smaller players, such as Kobe Mike Bibby, Dirk Nowitzki, and
Bryant (drafted in1996) and Tracy Vince Carter in 1998.
Gooden not only has the talent to
McGrady (1997), need to display
far superior skills and basketball be a No. 1pick, but he can likely
knowledge than their taller coun- handlethe spotlight after playing in
terparts before an NBA team will theFinalFour withtheJayhawks
one of the most high-profile teams
take a chance on them.
in
all of basketball.
Brandon Roy doesn't fit into ei-

—

ther category.
At 6-foot-6, he's not tall enough
for a team justify such a gamble
with the"he's big and athletic" argument.AndalthoughRoyis agood
enough to start for a major college
programasa freshman, he's justnot
ready for the NBA.
Going into this year, Roy was
ranked as the No. 66 high school
senior in America by The Sporting
News. So even if the NBA draft
pool consisted of onlyhigh school
players, Roy would probably still
go undrafted. Now throw in the

dozens of college players and the
handful of foreign players on this
year's draft list, and Roy has about
as much of a chance of getting
drafted as 1 do.
And don't get me started on
Cordell Billups, the Wilson
(Tacoma) High School graduate
whoalso declaredfor the 2002 draft.
Never mindthat noonehasheardof
Pierce College, where Billups last
playedin 1999, or that Billups is

only 6-foot-3.
Heonlyaveragedeightpointsper
game at Pierce. A player could average eightpoints and get draftedif

2) Chicago Bulls: If Houston
takes Ming, the Bulls should take
Duke point guard Jay Williams. If

Houston takes someone else, the
Bulls should take Williams anyway.
But it looks like the Bulls really
want Ming. And with general manager Jerry Krause's track record
(breaking upThe Dynasty, trading
Elton Brand, taking Marcus Fizer
with the 4thpick in 2000) he might
do somethingstupidlike tradeJalen
Rose and somepicks to Houston to
get Ming,even though the Bullsare
supposed to already be building
around big men Tyson Chandler
and Eddy Curry, who were drafted
out of high school last year.
3) Golden State Warriors:
While Yao Ming may not turn out
tobe asgoodas advertised,he'sstill
pretty good. And, of course,heis 7foot-5. The Warriors wouldn't be
too stupid to take him at this spot in
the draft.
The Warriors need a center, and
on top of that, the Bay Area has a
large Chinese population. So bringing in Ming would provide that
Ichiro in Seattle/Hideo Nomo

—

vibe and themoney thatgoes with
it.

Point guardis another weak spot
onGolden State's roster,butunless
Williams is still available,the next
best pointguard is Memphis freshman DaJuan Wagner, who's probably not worth a No. 3 pick.
Gooden would be a good fit if
JamisonandDanny Fortsonweren't
already fighting over who gets to
play power forward.
If Ming is already taken, the
Warriors couldalsotake Duke small
forwardMike Dunleavy,Jr., which
would inevitably lead to someone
calling him the next Chris Mullin.
On that note, why aren't players
ever comparedtoplayersofanother
race?
4^ MemphisGrizzlies:Basically
speaking, the Grizzliesneed someone whocanput theball in thehole.
Dunleavy and UConn small forwardCaron Butler look to be the
best bets, assuming that Gooden
isn'tstill on the board. IfGooden's
there, they should take him. He
wouldallow Pau Gasol to move to
small forward and ShaneBattier to
movetoshootingguard.IfGooden' s
not there,I'dtakeButler.
5) Denver Nuggets: Much like
Memphis, the Nuggests need a
scorer.Theyalsoneed apoint guard,
a big man, some bench help, and a
coach...but a scorer will be a good
start.Butler orDunleavy wouldbe
the obviouspicks here, depending
on which one Memphis takes.
Either way you end up with another Dukeplayer on acrappy team,
which Ialwaysenjoy.
6) ClevelandCavaliers:IfAndre
Miller is serious about wanting a
long-termdeal (why wouldhe want
to stick aroundin Cleveland?) than
the Cays need someone who can
rebound and finish what Miller
starts.

Maryland power forward Chris
Wilcox would fillthose needs. Although Iworryabout players who
come outof nowhere a few months
before the draft, the experts don't
seem to be
' worried.
There salwaysat leastone colossal bust in the top sevenpicks, and
outside of Ming, Wilcox would be
the most likely candidate. Either
he'llbe another Antonio McDyess
oranother Sharone Wright (6thpick
in 1994).
7^NewYorkKnicks:Outsideof
Latrell Sprewell, there's no oneon
this team worth keeping,butthere's
also no one another team would
evenbother tradingfor.AllenHouston wouldbe good trade bait if he
didn't make $100 million, about
$60 million more thanhe shouldbe
making.
New York should just take the
bestplayer ontheboard at this point,
which according to the experts
would be Stanford center Curtis

the draft. But the Knicksneed abig
manmorethan theyneed a 19-yearold running the show.
8) Los Angeles Clippers: Rumor has it that the Clippers like
Wagner at this spot, which would
be the absolute worst pick in the
world. The last thing the Clippers
need is another teenager.
Taking the best senior available
would be ideal, but the best senior
available at this spot would be
'
Fresno State'sMelvinEly,whoisn t
lotterymaterial and plays the same
position as Brand.
The Clips doneed a pointguard,
though, toget theball toallof those
athletic flyers they have. So why
not Dan Dickaeu?
He'sa senior, a good floor general,anexcellent shooter,andshows
flashes of Steve Nash sometimes.
Then again, he also shows flashes
of BryceDrew,but he seemssteady
(There Igo, only comparing
Dickaeu to White guys).
Illinois'Frank Williamsisranked
as the third-bestpoint guard behind
Williams and Wagner, but there's
something about him that scares
me. He nevercame through in big
games in college, which tells me
he'llgetdeer-in-the-headlightssyndrome as a pro.
But the Clippers have another
pick at No. 12, and since neither
Dickaeu nor Williams is in danger
of being picked before then, the

some credit.
Even if Jordan comes back next
year, the Wizards need a shooting
guard/small forward to spell him
during the season and then take
over when heleavesfor good.Or at
leastuntil the next comeback.
ApparentlyJordanthe Executive
isn't too high on foreign players
(must still be bitter about Toni
Kukoc), so Tskitishviliand Hilario
are out.
That wouldleaveJared Jeffries,
the skinny-but-skilled Indiana forward whobasically carried theHoosiers to the Final Four this year.
Jeffries looks morelike aPippentype role player than a dominant
player,buthe could learna lot from
the master.Jeffries wouldprobably
be the best player on the board at
this spot and has strong
hands...suitable for carrying MJ's
bags.
12) Los Angeles Clippers: Unless the Clips get apoint guard for
their No. 8 pick, they can take Dan

Dickaeu or Frank Williams here
and not have to pay them as much

money.
13) Milwaukee Bucks: The
Bucks need to get Anthony Mason
out of there, but they do need a
powerforward...justone who won't
slow everything down.Tennesee's
Marcus Haislip would be a good
fit.
So would high school phenom
Clippers would be smart to trade Amare Stoudemire, but I'd worry
about putting a kid with this
this pick for a veteranplayer.
9) Phoenix Suns: The prospect combustable group, who doesn't
of Wagner and Stephon Marbury seem to like each other at all. I
teaming up is exciting.But neither mean, would you want your son
one can decide if they want to be a hanging withAnthony
— Mason?But
point guard or a shootingguard, so this is the NBA who cares about
there could be some serious chaos personal growth? As long as you
in the desertif Phoenix makes that bringiton the court.

pick.
The experts are saying the Suns
like Nikoloz Tskitishviliand Nene
Hilario, a pair of forwards from
have
Italy andBrazil,respectively.I
have
no idea whoeitherguy is, so I
no opinion on that matter.
Anotherpossibility at forward is
Qyntel Woods, the junior college
kidfromMississippi whoisranked
as high as No. 4 on some draft
boards.I
haven't seen Woods play
either, but from what I've read, he
could team up with Marbury and
Shawn Marion to produce a 21st
century Phi SlammaJamma.
10) MiamiHeat: Rod Strickland

didwellwhenhe took overafter the
failed "Anthony Carter: Point

And what about the Seattle Supersonics?They don't have a first
round pick (I guess San Antonio
stolethat during the Game 5 beating)and theirsecondrounder is the
49th pick overall.
But given their history, theSonics
willprobably pick a Europeanguy
who's in between 6-foot-6 and 6foot-10, and will make you say
"huh?" upon hearing hisname.
The experts will say the guy is
very skilled, but may lack toughness, andhis highlightpackage will
look like it was taped on a $25
camcorder. That just seems to be
the law with Seattle teams, to take
the most obscure player available.
Remember when the Seahawks

Guard" experiment, but Strickland
is getting old. If DaJuan Wagner draftedLamar King?Or the Sonics
is still onthe board,theHeat should took Sherell Ford?
snatch him up.
So when the Sonics come up,
to hear one of these names
expect
The Heat also need a small forward, so they could go with either and you won't be surprised: Fatih
theItalian guy, theBrazilian guy or Solak (Turkey),LuisScola(Argentina),Christous Tapoutos(Greece),
Woods if they'reavailable.
11 ) Washington Wizards: And Lazaros Papadopoulos (Greece),
you thought Michael Jordan could Zaur Pachulia (Georgia), Nenad
Borchardt.
Krstic (Yugoslavia), Mario Stojic
take any team to the Finals.
Well,MJiseither reallyno where (Croatia), or Boris Diaw-Riffiod
But as is the case withany defensive-minded collegecenter, there's near his old self (although a 22.9 (France).
Personally, Ihope they take
potential to either be another ppg average and a few 50-point
Mutombo oranother Yinka Dare. nights wouldarguethat) orwehave Papadopoulos, just so we can start
Wagner wouldbe the more me- to actually give the Jordanaires calling him "BigPapa."
dia-friendly pick, as he's a lot more (Scottie Pippen, Dennis Rodman,
E-mail Austin at
marketable and exciting than Horace Grant, John Paxson, Steve
burtonal@seattleu.edu
Borchardt,or perhapsanyplayer in Kerrand about 15differentcenters)
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In My Headphones Complex Sum a worthy thriller
Press packet=playing better venues

BRYAN
BINGOLD
A&E Columnist

It has occurred to me over the
past three or four yearsthatall the

get thisdown cheaply.Depending
on what you want, youcould find
a photographymajor andask them
to shoot your band photos and
develop them for you,or you can
get a digital camera and go to
town. Iwould think about how
many clubs you want to send to
firstandthentake adifferent photo
for every club. This way you are
making every packetunique.
Thebandbiois prettyimportant
as this isintroduction to thehooker.
Odds are that they haven't listenedto the demo yet, butare just
lookingthrough what youhavein
there.Thebioneedstobeasunique
as it can be. Lie on it;make up a
story that includesfacts.Toomany
bands have "So and so met
whatshisface at the record store
and immediately startingplaying
together in what would become
(insert band name here)" Include
the names of the band member's
and theinstruments theyplay,but

bands thatIget to know from SU
have talent and deserve a show or
two that shouldn't be in a converted livingroomor moldy basement. In fact I'm sick of seeing
play at house parties, and
bands
'
I msickof beinginbands that play
at house parties.
Sothis weekI'yedecided to put
together a How-To List that will
hopefully landbands shows around
the greater Seattle area in clubs
where peoplewill pay toget inand
no keg stands will be occurring.
I've also added suggestions for
cost-cutting to keep this a rather
inexpensiveaffair, soeveryonecan
and should do this to get shows.
The first step is to record. The
demo is the most crucial thing for
getting shows at any respectable
club. You
need to pick
three or four
songs that
show
bio needs
the
breadth of
unique
be
your band's
musical abil-

ity.

The
to
as
as it
can be. Lie on it.

Two
songs won't
cut it and ten
songs are
'
pointlessbecause thebookerwon t
listen to them all. The recording
doesn't have to be top notch, it
could be four track cassette quality what will book you is the
quality of the songs, not the quality of the recording. For God's
sake, don't pay $35 an hour for a
three-song demo because it just
isn't worth the money or the time.
If youcan't get a friend ordon't
know how to record yourself, get
in contact with Jim Raglund. He
runs an audio recording class at
SUand sometimes hisstudents are
in theneed of projects and would
be willing torecord for free.Better
yet,justsignup for the class yourselves andlearn how to doit. The
demo should have the band members' namesand instruments, track
listing and contact information.
Finally,senddemos in cassette or
CD format. Vinyl doesn't work
very wellbecause it doesn't transport easily and it's also pretty expensive.
The second step is to put together apresspacket, which basically includes three or four things:
1) an Bxlo band photo 2) a band
bio 3) your demo,and 4) any press
clippings youmight have.
With your band photo,it has to
beeyecatching.Posing is fine,but
if you can relate a story in your
photo, then your bandis betteroff
than the next band because you
havesomethinginteresting to look
at. There are a couple of ways to

—

make every-

thing else up.
omehow you
eed to make
press
our
>acket memo>ookers,

labels

nd journalists
getmany, many
press packets a

Press clippings need to be discreet. If you don't have any press

clippings, then don't worry about
—
it instead send in quotes from
friends orsendnothingatall.What
I
mean bybeingdiscreet withyour
press clippings is don't send in
every single article or review that
you have. Send in at max a short
review and maybe a short interview because thebookers areonly
going to skim the press clippings
to find out what thewriter thought
about theband. A nice alternative
to press clippings is just a list of
whatpapers or magazines ran on
you and the type of article it was;
if yougothis routeprovide at least
onemedium length article (something roughly the size ofthis column.)

Now it's time

to

send out the

presspacket.Try tomakethepackaging interesting to look at, but

don'tmake itimpossible tofigure

out how to open. Then deliverit,

and wait for the call.If they are
interested they willbook you.Trust
in your music. Don't getupset if
they don't call you can try calling them just to confirm that they
received your packet.
Ifyou want moreinfo aboutany
of this stuff hit the site
www.musicjournalist.com and go
to the "Articles" page.

—

Bryan is a senior majoring in
Journalism. E-mail him at
inmyphones@yahoo,com.

SEAN REID
A&E Editor

then wipeeachother out, andthe

terrorists' fascist ideology will

Ifone film can show how out of
control paranoia over a terrorist attack can get, it's The Sum of All
Fears.As an adaptation ofthe Tom
Clancy novel, the movie layers a
tense, dramatic story in its what-if
scenario of a nuclear war.
BenAffleck takes on therole of a
young Jack Ryan, a CIA intelligence officer and the famous protagonist ina seriesof Clancy novels
(Clear and Present Danger, Pa-

come topick upthe pieces.Mwa
ha ha.
In the meantime, the unaware

Ryanand Cabotinvestigate suspicious events going on in

Russia'snuke disarmament fac-

tories.
Most of the time, The Sum of
All Fears plays like a political
thriller entertaining a series of
disastrous consequences. Characters moveabout like pieceson Getme thePentagon!:CIA agentJack
a complicated chessboard, al- Ryan (Ben Affleck) races to avert
waysshowingawarinessin their nuclear war in The Sum of All Fears.
triot Games).
eyes, like
in
contempoSet
something bad realisticelementsof technologyand
Movie Review
rary times, The
The Sumof AllFears
Sum of All Fears
could happen military procedure retained from
Starring BenAffleckand Morgan Freeman.
highlights a grow- Opens tomorrow,nationwide. Checklocal from the sim- Clancy's novel, the experience
plest mistake.
provesall the more entertaining.
ing international
theaters for times.
That, and the fact that there is
Eventually
conflict between
something
cataclysmic
hapabsolutely
nothing wrong with the
does
theworld'stwo greatsuperpowers,
and
soon
the
movie
moves
cast.
Affleck shows greatefpen,
film's
Russia and the United States. BeRyan from wetin
bringing
headlong
an
fort
into
action thriller.
cause of his expertise on Russian
nosed
to
a more seasoned
geek
presimust
tocontact
the
info
by
highRyan
Ryan
is indicted
race
politics,
Freeman,
right
a master of
agent.
always
Bill
dent
with
the
informationabout
presidential
level
advisor
Cabot
(Morgan Freeman) to provide in- the terrorists before the overreac- his craft, excels at playing the mensight ona recently elected Russian tions by leaders of both the United tor. And the impeccable James
president.Ryan is 18 months into States and Russia plunge the coun- Cromwell works beautifully as the
U.S. president faced with making
the bureau, but it's like he's not tries into war.
Complicated plot? Yes. Impos- an eleventhhour decision.
officiallypart ofthe club untilCabot
Sum's hacknyed ending serves
leads himthrough long,empty cor- sible to understand? No.
While Director Phil Alden up an anti-nuclear sentiment, and
ridors toa meeting room wherethe
windowsblur whenthedoorcloses. Robinson's picture moves at a fre- while admirable, it's execution
"Welcome to the CIA," Cabot tells netic pace,it has enoughactionand comes off alittle silly andunbelievthe dazed rookie
suspense to keep any audience en- able. Don't go lookingforprofound
Certainlymanypolitical plot messageshere.
gaged.
It's at thistimethatterrorists have
Take the movie, instead, as a
conveniently recovered a lost Is- points and character namescan be
action/suspense and it will
movie,
straight
jumble
during
andconverted
lost
in
a
raelinuclear warhead
the
it into a bomb. The plan, as their and Ryan seems to put the pieces satisfy.
cigar-smoking leader explains in together aboutthe terrorists a little
Read The Spectator interview
monologueto thecamera,is tobomb too quickly for realism's sake.
with actor Liev Schreiber, who
However,thetension inthemovie
playsagentJohn Clark in thefilm,
an American target and get Russia
coupled
to take the blame.Both countries is undeniable,and
withthe on page 13.

The Dogs
Are Out
SALE\
Books-Books-Books
Reg. up to $80.00!
Hundreds of BOOKS!
Now $.99!
Yes .99 cents!
Located WAY in back!

Seattle University Bookstore
900 Broadway
(206) 296-5820
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Rockin ltis
return to
MELISSA SWEAT
Staff Reporter

harmonica;O'Mahoney,guitar,vocals,percussion;Ben'sbrotherWill

su roots funk-jazzy Bird of

Passage

files to Su

mercial breakthrough. And the climate seemsright withthepopularity
Mish, guitar; Andrew Cloutier, of"roots-rock" outfitssuchas Wilco,
I'm waiting for Ben Mish and drums, vocals;Andrew Scaglione, the White Stripes,and RyanAdams.
NOCOLE RETANA
him we pretty muchhad an instant
Ronan O'Mahoney,two of the five bass, vocals) is recognized as a As Mish informs me, LHS has alNews Editor
connection with him," Anderson
members ofLeft HandSmoke (the well-polishedbandof talented mv- ready showcased for some labels,
said. "We shared similar tastes in
butremainspatient
Birdof Passage,a"soulful acous- music and really had a fuse about
in the record deal/
foursome out of Marysville, is life so we really bonded with him
label signing pro- tic"
set to hit the Quadstock stage Fri- quickly."
cess.
day afternoon. Self-described by
The fourth and final member of
"Ourattitude to- Bird
(BoP)'s Ethan the band is Steve Barci (drums)
Passage
of
wards signing a
(vocals, bass, flute) as whoalsohad an instant connection
record deal has al- Anderson
"folk-jazz fusion," the band's de-^'t with the rest of the band. Theconways been the
album, Mood Change of Sea^fL s nection that BoP shares benefits
same, that if the but
son, wasnominated byRollingSton^fI them when it comesdown to makright one would
writer P.J. Gooch for Top 10 Ale ing music.
come along then
bums
of the Year.
"It's really a group effort where
we'd be up for it,
Passage began its musical jourfc: there's notoneperson that justsays
but we don't want
ney back when Anderson and Levi? 'Hey Ihave a song.Follow me.' lt's
t0... do something
(vocals, guitar) used to jam-;: more everybodygives constructive
and then regret it Ware
in high school.
together
" ;criticism to each other for the betlater,"Mish said.
"We were kind of the rejects. | termentof thesong,"Anderson said.
COURTESY LEFTHANDSMOKE.COM
When LHS fiThe songs that mean the most to
Headlining: The bluesy, roots-rock band Left Hand Smoke will play at this year's nally arrives, ex- Anderson jokingly admitted.
town, so if themare theones that"were written
"Marysville
is
a
small
Quadstock event.
pect a good time
you don't go to public school then during that year of 1996, which
band headliningthis year's Quad- sicians
with jamming riffs, soulful croon- you
noneof themare onan album nechave no sociallife."
stock in case you didn'tknow), to
Thebandhas playedagreat deal ing, and hopefully some dancing/
essarily
of
social
except for the song 'Beauguys
gave
The
lack
life
show upfor our3 o'clockinterview locally at major universities,Owl jumping/hoppingaround (butplease,
out
"hang
them
to
tiful
Bird.'"
nothing
do but
at Caffe" Vita.They'renot that late, n' Thistle,and the more reputable nospilling in theBeerGarden).Playwith each other and play music,"
When asked to explain why,
(no later than one would be for Showbox.Though itsstrongestfol- ing at SUis coincidentally a sort of
met Anderson replied, "Iguess it's bethey
Anderson
said.
In
1996
class), but I'm restless.
lowing is in thePacific Northwest, homecoming for the band.
Daryl Kikucki, vocalist, guitarist cause at that time
your
friendly
— we were trying—to
"CanI
take
chair?"a
LHS has garnered much enthusi- O'Mahoney recounts:
trumpeter,and Birdof Passage really hard" think Pearl Jam
and
cafe patron asks while motioning asm in Montana, California, Ne"Mybrother wenttoSeattleUand
"but then when we all got together
vada, Utah, and Canada through he was putting together a party for wasborn.
to the empty seat in front of me.
wasone of the most popu- and wrote["BeautifulBird" ]it was
"Levi
blurtsome- relentless touring.
Probably tooquicklyI
his graduation, sohedecided, 'well,
lar guys in high school andhe had a just a breathof fresh air. It was the
thing about waiting for someone
are
to
LHS's
Live shows said be
if youhave aband together you can
and kind first time that we looked at a song
who will behere real soonand, oh forte.
play at the party.' So that was like friend who played music
played
of
at some of their parties and said 'Wow we wrote thatand
hey,there'sanotherchairoverthere.
"When weplay live weplay with kind of the impetus for getting us
andstufflikethatand when wemet it's different."
—
Ifeel like I'm ona blind date
a lot of intensity and energy get going," recounts O'Mahoney addThe Arts and Entertainment Editor sincerely apologizes to the sth
excited,anxious,hopeful,yet tenu- people dancing and keep 'emmov- ing, "So our first gig ever was a
band. RecycledPercussion, for not havingenough
Quadstock
" spacefor
ously unsure. In a strange way the ing. that's whatkindof band we SeattleU party."
this, little "RecycledPercussion 'shavebeen
page.To
rectify
themon
this
are,"
community,
namely
explains
SU
the soonMish.
lt sounds like LHS will fill the
mraiswran SSLElsraißlTlSfinfilßl 0 i' ■)
placedaroundthepage toadvertisethem accordingly.RockSU out guys.
to-be attendees of Quadstock this
Besides goingstrongonthe tour- seabmktfinals a 'ViilAWiiSui
Friday,can relate.
ing circuit, success has come ina
unveiling
SEAC's
of headliners myriad of ways forLHS.The selfLeft HandSmoke (LHS) left many titledalbummade itonseveral lists
SU students wondering, who?Like on Amazon.com and the catchy,
a blinddate, it's only natural to be soulful favorite "Step Outside"
from the second album(So Many
curious about what to expect.
But from what Iknow, Ithink Faces) received heavy rotation on
this one's going to be a keeper.
The Mountain (KMTT-FM) and
Formedin thePacific Northwest was featuredon "On theMountain
(lifelong friends Mish and 6" alongsiderenowned artists like
O'Mahoney got their start playing Patti Smith, the Indigo Girls, and
parties at UW), LHS is a bluesy, Tom Waits. And if you happen to
roots-rockband infused witha little be a big ER fan, you might have
jazz and funk. Critics have com- caught "Blue Eyes Shinin" in an
pared them to the All Brothers, the episode unlike the
' members of
Stones, Van Morrison, and even theband whohaven tactually seen
Marvin Gaye.
the clip.
For onlyhavinga steady line-up
Seattle Community College
With two albums under its belt,
fifeabout itwb;
tour, radio,and freak TV success,
prised of Mish, keyboard, vocals, LHS seem to be heading forcoms
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A. A. Lemieux Library

WhaddyameanI
can'tregister?
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courses over and done with!
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Check todaywiththe library's CirculationDesk (206-296-6233) to findout if
you owe anything and themeans ofpayingit off. Takecare ofthis pieceof
business nowso youcangetonwith the rest ofyourlife.
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Apublic service announcement6omthe
UniversityLibrarianandtheUniversityRegistrar
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Save money andstudy in a smaller class thissummer!

resultin aHOLD ontheir student financialaccounts that wiflpreventthem
fromregistering orgraduating ontime or fromreceivinga copy oftheir transcripts. Don'tmake a busy timeofyearevenmore stressful byoverlooking
thisimportant responsibility.
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Many students forget thatoverduelibrary fines orunpaid lost-bookfeescan
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North's Summer quarter offers
a four-day week
an eight-week session
and online classes too
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needthis transcript mnu!
Notgraduateon tone? How'sthat?

Get one of your required or prerequisite

Online at www.gonorth.org or
Call (206) 527-3600
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Testify!: Nashville Connection opens festivities at Ouadstock 2002
Roots-themed Quadstock.
It all goes back to John Cusack
Reporter
Staff
whenhe askedthequestionsinHigh
The Arts and EntertainmentEdi- Fidelity,"Do welisten topopmusic
tor asked ifIwouldwrite a preview because we're miserable or are we
for the band Nashville Connection miserable because we listen to pop
and Iwholeheartedly agreed. The music?"
It's a good question to explore
idea wastointerview theband, write
alittlebitoftheirhistory.talkabout and the answer so happens lies in
their music...you know basically pop/rock Vroll'sroots, whichstem
letthe students of SU know whois fromskiffle,which,as youall know,
is spedup country music.
playing at Quadstock.
Without country music, all the
WellI'm sad to say that Iwasn't
able to get a holdof anyone from music we enjoy listening to today
perhaps
Nashville Connection,
'
' be- wouldn'texist.Becauselonelycowcause theydon t trustme. I11be the boys pickedup guitars on the praifirst to admit that they have norea- rie and wrote songs that recount
son to trust me and that's why I puremisery,weareable toheadbang
thought this story assignment would to the hardhittin* rock,or the emotionfilledemoorthe organicrhythm
be fun.
tajg&jtiade
and adead- andblues that we all enjoy today.
Withno con
cided to writeabout Do you really think that Korn
line toirje#sde
wby^tfe;important that Nashville wouldevenexist without the origiConnection is playingat this year's nal Man in Black, Johnny Cash?
BRYAN BINGOLD

v

f

what they do. In
Would Jewel be as
first column
my
sad without hearing
Isaid Nashville
the heart-wrenching
Connection
melodies of Hank
shouldn't have
Williams? Country
won the Battle of
music has beenmore
Bands, and I
the
influential in Ameriagree with
still
can pop music than
statement.
that
any other force inBut
I
do want to
cluding The Beatles
acknowledge
inspired
who were
that Nashville
by, that's right,
retana /news Editor
Nicole
has
Connection
skiffle music.
chosen a harder
It'sonethingtobe A littlebit country.
in aband that strays
from definition, and explores new
possibilities like Radiohead. The
critics adore themfor their insight
and creativity, but making up your .ThejiDcomingmovie,The SumofAll
]
ownsound is a WMM&MMM4 '■i ityiiis? focuses on terroristsplotting to
ing within the confines of an estab- smuggle anddetonate a nuclearbomb
lishedgenre. YoumaynotlikeNash- in the U.S. Actor Liev
agent
ville Connection's music. But you Schreiber plays CIA
film, who
in
the
John
Clark
can't deny the guts it takes to do

Actor Liev Schreiber speaks

Myrtic Rising high on life
ing,a band thatperformsbothcover
songs from well-

CHERYL FARRISH
Staff Reporter

ex-

easilyso we talked to some friends
and got some things

known reggae
Up until three months ago, the ists, as welk.&s a
lembers of Mystic Rising were number of original
mply a group of friends who en- pieces. ,;
Mystjc Rising's
oyedgettingtogetherandjamming
o the rhythmic beatsof reggaeleg- first pts>lic perforwas at this
nds such as Bob MarleyandPeter

Mystic Rising's relaxed, low-key ap-

proach to music has
roots in the Hawaiian
Islands, which are

year'sUniversityof

Aftermonths ofplaying casually
or friends, however, they group
realized that their casual "jam sessions" hadbecome one of their col-

tictive

pussions.

On March 14, the group decided
> capitalize ontheir musical potenal. and they formed Mystic Ris-

started," Daniel Pak,

theband'slead singer

mance

osh.

path musically than any other band
on SU'scampus, and thereneeds to
be a certain amount of respect. So
goseeNashville Connection onFriday; they might have gotten there
bypopularity and placement in the
Battle's line-up,but at least theygot
there, which is something that 19
other bands didn't do.
Oh, and this is for the guys in the
band: Ifanyone starts throwing hot
dogs at you, I'll dive Secret Service-like to intercept. Let me take
the hit for you.

home to seven of the
group's eight band
held
on
which was
members.
April 20. Since
COURTESY MYSTICRISING.COM
"Our music really
then, the grouphas
reaches people bebooked several Reggae is the way.
cause what we play and what we
other gigs in the Seattle area
"After the [UW] performance, sing, we do from the heart," Pak
we found that we clicked really noted. "It is very uplifting."

Washington Luau,

teams up with fellow agent
Jack Ryan (Ben Affleck) to
investigate suspicious activity in Russian nuclear facilities
Recently, The Spectator

think it was with the
guy who played the
Russian president.
mark fellman / 2002
LS: Boy you know
Parmount pictures Ciaran Hinds (PresiThe Spectator: Tom CIA Badass: Liev dentNemerov) isafanClancy was the executive Schreiber plays tastic actor but he had
to speak almost the enproducer,so didhegive you agent John Clark.
the
tire film in Russian.
a little insight on what
And the guy's Irish. There's not a lot of
character was like?
Liev Schreiber: He wasn't around, Russian peoplein Ireland, either so he
urn,Ithink Ben (Affleck)met himand didn't get much of a sound for it. And
Phil (Alden Robinson, director) talked Ben waspretty good, but he had a lot of
to him. but he's a pretty private guy. I trouble withthe lines"Takeyour shoes
didn't ever actually see him. But you off For somereason he hada realhard
time saying "Shmine ye yenke" We
know it's all sort of there in the books.
Ithink he's kindof a fanaticalresearcher. spent thebetter partof theday trying to
get those Russian guys to take their
Spec:Didyoudoanyresearchyour- shoes off.
self?

.

Spec: I
kindof got that impression

(consoiidateyourloans.com)
or call 800.233.0542
A better way to start your future
A loan program guaranteed by the U.S. Department ofEducation

Spec: Was it challenging for the rest of
the cast you know? I

had a chance to sit down with
Schreiberanddiscusshis role
as wellas the filmin general.

LS: About five years before the film
1 workedon a documentary called the
History of the CIA: America'sSecret
Warriors. And on that.. it wasa threehour show and I narrated it..it was a
three-hourshow aboutbasically theCIA
andhow it startedinthe back roomsand
secret societiesof IvyLeague Universities. How it grew from there, and at the
timethreeof the ex-directorsof theCIA
hadbooks comingout that weredeclassifyingabunchof things thatthey probably shouldn'thavedeclassifiedanduh
it was interesting to see whatthese guys
live with. Youknow whatsort of lurking in their memories and their
consciouses. I mean we often don't
personalizeagents like that.LikeCIAis
like 'well they're the CIA and we're
us.' But therealityis they'rejust people
so it was an interestingplace to begin
withthe ideawhatever they haddonein
thepast hadtobeabsorbedintoa human
conscience. So Ithought that was an
interesting place to start with Clark.
Maybe he wasn't so eager to go out
there like James Bond. Maybe he had
seen some things that he didn't really
like. "What if?'That's sort ofa big actor
game: What if you had to do it.

For the lowest student loan payments

hard for you to get down the language.
LS: When we got up to Montreal
there was a dialect
coach that helped he
sync the language up
with the sounds.

in that first scene between you and
Morgan Freeman. It was almost a
reluctance to get back into this.
LS: Right, he says to him: "You still
likeyourdesk job?'andhe says,'Yeah'
andthen he tells himhe has to go out to
Russia. And he says 'Ithought Iwasn't
doing this anymore' Which is a great
way.ina very few linesthey give you a
lotofbackstory aboutthecharacter. It's
not even there, it's not shown, but in a
very fewlines you're like 'oh he must
have been a bad ass at some point.'

"
The Spectator May 30, 2002

Spec: Speaking of Russia, was it

Spec: There'sa veryclimacticscene
in themovie with a nuclear blastand
it kind of obviously echoes, tome, 9/
11 and the waythe areais described
as Ground Zero. Do you think that
might be a littledisturbing topeople
who see the film?
LS: Yeah, it could be. Urn. it could
be. Imean I was apprehensiveabout it
too at first. Isaw (the movie) about a
monthandahalfagoandurn Ithink at
the core of Sumof AllFears is the idea
that cooler heads will prevail. But I
mean we've already seen that demon-

..

strated this year. You know, in New
York, Sept 11. So 1 don't think
anybody's gonnahave a problem with
it. I think if anything it's kind of reaffirming of our ability to cope under
crisis.
Spec: Well that's kind of interesting why you say that, because in the
movieit seemslikeit's justescalating
in fear.Once it happens,people are
overreacting and people are assuming andwe don'tknowif we'regonna
attack or if they're gonna attack us.
Doyou think that's might how itplay
out in reallife,just a lotof overreac-

tion?
LS: Ithinkit'sa littlefar-fetched.It's
a film, so you know, there's a certain
amount ofcreativeliscense you take to
escalate the idea.But Ithink the distilled point of that dramaticinterpretation, is that theonly thing that can really
defeat us is our fear and anxiety. We
have the resources to handle anything,
and wesaw thatat September 1 lth; the
response was amazing. It's only the
fear, it's ultimately not what anyone
does to us, but what we do to ourselves
that makes us victims.
*The Sumof AllFears opens in theaters nationwide, tomorrow.
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President: Virgil
B Domaoan
yp ofFinance Teddy wiley
V.P. of Student Affairs: Annette Gaeth
Executive V.P.: Scan O'Neill
Publicity Director: Nichole Graham
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gaetha@seattleu.edu
o'neils@seattleu.edu

grahamn@seattleu.edu
hallel@seattleu.edu
muraneb@seattleu.edu

jones@seattleu.edu

Legislative Branch

quach@seattleu.edu

Senior Rep: Chirs Quach
Sophomore Rep: DevinBiviano
Freshperson Rep: SaunatinaSanchez
At-LargeRep: Carl Bergquist
At-Large Rep: Nicole Palmitter
Minority Rep: Gayatri Eassey
Transfer Rep: Yunice Fong
Commuter Rep: Greta Smith
Non-Traditional: Tom Gaspers
International Rep: Alisa Kutsel
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"Zero 4NOMORE"
A"A
HK
JfnX
Responsible
Pledge
Choices
Drive
Quadstock
to

Events and Activities Council sponsored the "Zero to 4, NO MORE Pledge."

pledge to
The Pledge students committed to states: "At Quadstock 2002, I
pledge to abstainfrom alcohol or
make resposible choices about alcohol. I
drink in moderation, (no more than one alcoholic beverages per hour), and to

recognize signs of alcoholpoisoning, callfor help, encouragefriends to drink
responsibly, support friends who choose to abstain, and BEA ROLE

Ifejf

People Who Signed the Pledge and are Wearing the White Ribbonl^lg/
Scott Friedrich, Ronald Rogers, Amy Hotchkin, Sarah Herd, Antonietta S. Bertucci,
Donald Gerke, Natalie Magallanes, Kimberly Cabral,Colleen Chambers-Iverson, Brandy
Gillihan, Julie Dalton, Nicole Palmiter, Jonathan Robinson,Dom V. Halen,Nick Lisica,
Justin Wentworth, Emerald Le, Nathalie Haykin,Kaya Ivaner,Julia Jackson, Michelle
Evans, Lynette Hins, Amy Solari,Beth Deßego, Carlyn Zaugg, Kyle Tegnel, Adam
Hobbins, Kirn Nguyen, Laura Norman, Ann Kelly,Peachy Lorenzo, Cheyenne Kiel,
Teddy Wiley, Will Smith, Laurette Perez, Annalisa Perez, Victor Hanson-Smith, Sarah
Wyont, Katie Cypcar,Clementine Lord, Matthew Ritsemer, Scan O'Neal, Annette Gaeth,
JenniferHaung,Gna Greenwell,Erin Byrne,Jen Bleeke, Michelle Etchart, Ilka Bailey,
Shannon Berry, Darrell Thomas, Antonio Freitas, AdriannaMeza, Virgil Domaoan,? J)
Jennifer Sharp, Ben Mevane, Luisa Cuellar, Abi Jones, Libby Hellekson, Talitba l§) "
Seymour, Kristin Weswig, Kirn Ervin, Emily Hall,Nichole Graham, Noel Ramirez,
Saunatina Sanchez, Marissa Bias, Marissa Trias, Sharon Aliza,JanessaDonate, Alex
Muck, David Kang, Clarisa Nichols, BrynnCavender, Jessica Madison, SuziFrase,
Derek Dißello, Brook Muhick, Amber Baker, Carl Bergquist...
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In an effort to encourage responsible drinking this year, Seattle University's

MODEL."

I

fc

CONTACT*

Associated Students of Seattel University
203 Student Union Bldg.
900 Broadway
Seattle, WA 98122
(206) 220-6050

Marketplace

15
T

i

;

"1 O O O "1 "F *1 "
A/4 C
f*
wJLCL O O JL JL JL VjlO

100. For Sale
200. Help Wanted
300. Volunteers

500. For Rent

200. Help Wanted
Receptionist/
Administrative Assistant.
FloydSnider McCarthy.Inc.
has an opening for a
receptionist/ administrative
assistant for our busy but
congenial environmental

d^nh^T"
phones,fax
dT^nrf
duties include:
supplyordering, word
mail,

SUMMER WORK
Occasional BABYSITTER
$14.00 base-appt.Customer
WANTED -to watch over
sales/service. FT/FT. Flex. charming child in Beacon
hrs.Noexper.necessary. No Hillarea. $10/hr.Call Terri
door to door or telephone
(206)762-3518
sales. Internshipsavailable.
Conditions apply. Great
206
Protectyourself fromlayoffs
3 6 2-1751. and recesslons; work for
www.workforstudents.com
,. if
p* r.ar.Hincj

—

- .-

J^«-lf

,

.

th^.

TminiTtraMnT

FirBt Hrn " 3 bdrm ln new
bld&- All amenities, mcl.
pvt.blcny. & roof deck.
Micro, W/D, DW. NP/NS.
$1,675 per month 411 11th Aye. 332-1947

n
or Visit
qualifications desiredare a
www cl lynnwood.wa.us.
college degree,one to three closes June 10, 2002. EOE.
425-775-iy/l

tyAKNIINLr

The
JEFFREY

I

SUMMER
FULL .TIME
Great
INTERNSHIP
major
rf
f
an average of $7,541
for full summer. MUST be
ab]e
relOcate
tQ
meetings
are
Informational
, ',7
beingheld on campus now.
Qnly 5Qr 6 gpots stnl
avaii
abic Please call Roseat

wime ueiivcimg <x iiign

..

.

include three weeks paid
vacation, health/dental

401K and
disability insurance. Please
send a resume and cover
letter to FSM Attn: Barrie
Hillman. 83 S. King St.,
Suite 614. Seattle, WA
98104,
e-mail:
info@fsmseattle.com or via
our
website
at
www.fsmseattie.com
insurance,

Need a Job
CollegePro Painters are now
hiring Painters & Job
Site Managers for the summer.
y"
N

°SrS?o^ST

v^coUegeprocom
www.collegepro.com

'

'. *''

IZUb) /O

\ -

ieave yOUr

„■

Paul (206)
lonK\ R^O
dififi
652-4166
Paul

a^«^i«*«^

Apartment Homes.

.

Features Include:

600. MISC.

ControlledAccess

initiate violence prevention "underground Parking
activities; OR develop anti- 'High-Speed DSL
rack Llgi!""g.
povertyprograms. Stipendof
(
+
$800 /month, $4725 ed
PaUo
award &bnfts.Info sessions: -washer/Dryers
5/20&6/17atFPA, 1501 N. 'Walking Distance to Swedish
45th St. 6-7pm; Douglas Hospital. Seattle

.

Tn.thUhnru
zouut. Vpdpr
xesier
irutnLiDrary, 9WOF

5/16,5-6pm. 206-675-3200
wwww.fremontpublic.org for
&
details.
VV

SUMMER CAMP JOBS for 4Qq Services
men and women. Hidden
Valley Camp (Granite Falls.
ance cau nn
on
WA) needs resident staff (6/

__

___^

Salary. Positions include:
Nurse,
Counselors.
lifeguards, drivers, kitchen
staff and more. Interviews
available on campus. Spend
your summer in a beautiful
se tting while in worthwile
employment. Call (425) 8448896 or email us at: hvcwa@ix.netcom.comfor more
info rmation.

Sfsfe-sai
-asss..
/"SS^SSESI

FT, Yr. long

name and number

15-8/23/02). Room/Board/

RoommateNeeded
Share 11th & Spruce apt.
withmaleengineeringmajor,
Freepkg., deck, w/d on site.

your first choice on
First Hill.

rUK

Americorps positions in
s ttl & s Xi County
available
avauaDie soon.
soon Tutor
1uror youthyouin.

ZTJ^v^nTTT^ Male
quahtyot customerservice.
depends on
Salary
experience and benefits

MUIMn/Y

COLLEGE!

yearsexperienceinanoffice

RENT.

Studio $1295
1Bdrm $1395
2 Bdrm $1795 &up
located across from SU
distance) parking,
Looking for reliable tenants (walking
laundryroom Daily,weekly,
for 2 bdrm. apt. located 3
rates,
monthly
y
and
rciT
t-11
o
.
621 9
HIU Apartments 400
Flrst
206-812-9117 for details.
1OthAye., Seattle. WA98122

22555 ! rr re^°
s^srsss
Sn£ suss^rss^isi
S
.
..
call

FURNISHED
APARTMENTS FOR

J^andlng g^^SUojnpu^
.
.
V

oO

processing, and meeting
coordination. Additional planning Intern ($9OB . frlendly, open-minded,
duties include accounts $11 58)
of Lynnwood. ambitious people age 18+
receivable and accounts Mugt be enroUed n a BA. gee
c g a match
tf
degreeprograminPlanning, between what we have and
Ge°g raPhyUrban what you're looking for.
Receotionist also nrovldes
Ch1teCtU
DeVe OP nt
wwwWorkForSelflnf°ye
i
iiei or
Or nave
ha
similar
and general back-up
e

setting,excellent computer
includingWord
txcei
skillsinciuamg
skins
wora.Excel
and Advantage, ana a
to
willingness
be

400 ' Services
500. For Rent
600. Misc

Rr»nH

J^eIllegal?
or^ana

Get
Toda
TodayHhiic^

!^r

XnnS
QLCaUi

Yours
S

f^Jf^f^^

111

l-PW-zvp-gP^b-

THINKYOU'REPREGNANT?
for
Birthright
Call
confidential supportand free
pregnancy test. 1-800-5504900 (24-hour toll-free line).

Loving Christian couple,big
brother and sister longing to
adopt newborn. Call RaeAn
and Todd 877.270.7650 or
Bethany
Marlene
at
University. Shopping and Dinning. „-...„„ finn 7,0 4Rni
Christian 800. 7jj.4604
.Barrier-free apartments available www.completingthefamily.com
'Caring On-site Management

Reserve Your Home Today
and Call
(206) 860-7400

P—-i———

Neec

First Hill Spacious one

— — — —,
|

roomie?

Got Stuff to sett?
furnished
bedroom
fully
equlpped
apartmentSi
kitchens. dishwasher.
washer&dryer,freeparking.
lace yoUi
|
Three blocks from campus M
today!
|
$1,100 per month utilities |classified ad
|
included (excluding phone m
charges). (206) 233-9300.

.

-

Greenlake 2BR house.
near lake and on the
busline. $425. mcl. utiL
Call 206 729-7104

Waylen Leopoldmo
AdvertisingManager
(206)296-6474

JnfomseaWou.edu

Personals
Brian M. is the best RA
partner! Ilove you but Iwill
be stealing "him" from you.
Hee nee
Tay-Tay- chu = )
You have the softest lips.
share a special night
Let's
_.
again
Let the countdown begin.
girlfriend
Luv-your
J
6
ri
a«<i 014VVA
Class
of 2002!
Vicious is Coming.

-

..

Mary-

Could yousing a songfor me,
pretty please?
Your bo

—

°

You are the sexiest soy & T2grapefruit-eating Kennedy Ask pops for the car keys and
$5 so we can go cruise.
around. Love you Baby!
"T1

SU CREW! Kevinyouhaveagreatsmile.
You Should bring
B It around Rgreat
missed
missea you last
iasi weeKena.
weekend
someume.
Novice crew women are the
y° ure back.
&
besti
GOOD JOB!

ThonUc
fnr a
a
Thanks for

Orpat epacnnl
season!

-

CHI and RB2
Varsity To my little Mexican. Love
Congratulations,
till
many days
y
How
,
No problem, even with that f Ur!
phiiiv!
IH «,„„
tn g
JZr (When
n,Z.
\
an in
«»<
ln PhUly!
Way tO
yOHoneyU
we
Disneyland?
get
- Honey
extrafluid on my leg. Party
Honev Pooh
Pooh
to be "hot by association )
fool. Love ya. Amy
Not that much, but way too
Ariel! It has already been Hong!My heart yearns to see many! Lets go already!!
broughten!
your beautiful smile!
Are you Vicious?
-Luvßßl
RpfhaniP

Bemanie-

-°

°

"
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your daddy?
Who s y
who>s
dadd/?
Huh? ME! I'm your daddy!

Secrets. Who's got secrets?..

Campus Voice

What would qoa

I

th^ duck

nani£

I

~^j^

I

JWHH

lBB»

jUMmF

J|^^B

£H^9^^^K
m/BBBK^^^B
"Isueky ©ueky

'

because

they haven't kicked
him out y£t."
Nogl Ramirszz,
junior, Theology and
Religious
Studies

"Nick Jordan in
"
d r (3 § § .
tlgetor

"

.^.

-

Mr

Em^E

Waddl^ s -"
i^ienaei

Cahill,
|^ senior, 6OTTH7I^rek: anc^

JiHH
i^^^HHß^Hßk.^

tlgrrgra,

I

~r^^
(7\

al

1

a

ju n i or ,6n g1is h

J

"Iggy
b^zcaus^ it's
short for Ignatuis which
ehap^zl pool that
is
h^ always hangs oat in."
Cabrido,
Pattie
sophomore, Criminal
Justiee(left),
and
Leigh
tiamakawa, sophomore,
Pre-major(right)

fc^

I<a

cD

l^k.

i^^HH^^^H^
jHL m/" HHP

'it
y1 i n d /?

c
I 1 Ugi6§.

Tobanna

99

jfmk

i

"

M

W^^^

Jflfe&i
HHhh^HHP^

Barker,
senior,
©rama
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